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                         Abstract

     In Part I a new eluster approximation is proposed. [lhe

present approximation bases upon a eluster expansion of the

expression of the magnet'ization and an approximate reduction of

the density rnatrix. The density matrix of a cluster is obtained

by introdueing stoehastic variables and the fluetuation of the

effective field is taken into account. The approximation can
                                             '
be improved systematically by expanding the size of clusters

to be considered and it gives satisfactory results for the whOle

range of the eoneentration of magnetic atoms.

     The 1-, 2- and 3- site approximations are applied to the

dilute Ising and Heisenberg spin systems with the nearest-

neighbor interaetion. 11he critical concentration, Curie

temperature, susceptibility and spontaneeus magnetization are

calculated. The 2- site and 3- site approximations give the

results reflecting more details of the geometry of the iattice

than the coordination number. With deereasing concentration

of magnetic atoms the Curie temperature for the Heisenberg

model decreases more rapidly than that for the Ising modeZ.

The value of the critteal coneentration for the Heisenberg

model is, however, quite close to that for the Ising model.

The value for the three-dimensional lattices is in agreement

with the value obtained in the site pereolation problem.

     In Part E the !sing spin system wlth the first- and

seeond-neighbor interactions is investigated in the 1- site
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and 2-- site approximations. For the pure ferrornagnetic

systems the Curie temperature is caleulated. The dependence

of the Curie temperature on the ratio of the interactions

(R= J2/Jl) agrees well with the series expansion results of

Dalton and Wood. For the square lattice the Curie temperature

decreases with decreasing R to vanish at the boundary where
                              ttthe ferromagnetic ground state disappears. When R is negative,
                                                        '                              '                                 '                               'the specifie heat has a peak below Te in addition to'the peak

at T= T.

     Zn the diZuted case the critical eoncentration, Cuyie

temperature, susceptibility, spontaneous magnetization, pair

correlation function' and speeific heat are calculated. The

critieal eoncentration depends only on the range of the

interactions when R is positive. The interesting phenomena

are found when the second-neighbor interaction is small and

ferromagnetic. The Curie temperature has a trail near the

critical concentration. In the low temperature region near

kB[[VV J2 the spontaneous magnetization shows apparant decrease

and the specific has a peak eorresponding to the rapid deerease

of the pair-eorrelation of the second-neighboring spins.
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Part. X

A Nevv Cluster'

paagnets

Approxirnation to the Ising and Heisenberg



g l. Introduction
               '
     The problem of t.he dilute magnet, i.e. a mixture of magnetic

and non-magnetÅ}c atoms on a gtven lattice, has received consider-

rable attention in rnagnetism. Such a system is usually treated

in two ideal limits; one is the quenched limit in whieh atorns

are frozen randomly in their positions, and the other is the

annealed limit in which the distribution of atorns is determined

as to minirnize the free energy of the system. The distinction.
between these two limits was discussed by Brout") Tn this paper

we wi!1 consider the ferromagnetic !sing and Heisenberg models

of S= 1/2 in the quenehed limit.

     As the concentration of the magnetic atoms p deereases,

the Curie temperature lowers and finally vanishes at the critical

eoncentration pc. Tt is almost self-evident that a system does

nu-. show ferromagnetic behaviors for p less than the critical
                                                  2)                                                     since thereeoncentration ps for the site percolation problem,

is no infinite network of adjacent magnetic atoms. !t is,
however, not evident whether a system Stiarts 'to exhibit ferro--

magnetic behaviors or not as soon as p exceeds ps. Various

approximate methods have been applied to the problem and the

value of pc and the dependence of the Curie temperature on p
have been caicuiated. Many authors3)N6) have coneiuded on the

basis of series expansion in powers of p that pc for the rsing

rnodeZ is equal to ps. On the other hand, whether pc for the

Heisenberg model coincides with pc for the rsing inodel or not
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seems to be an unsettled problem. The results obtained by the
series expansion in powers of -p3)N6) and in inverse powers of

the temperature7)'8) show the concentration dependence of the

Curie temperature for the' Heisenberg model is s".rikingly differ-

ent from that for the rsing model. Elliott, Heap, Morgan and
          9)
Rushbrooke argued that Pc was a geometrical property of the

lattice, being independent of the models. Some doubt, however,

has been cast on this argument. For example, Morgan and
Rushbrooke4) pointed out that in the proof given by Elliott et.

al. a uniform convergence of the series expansion of the sus-

eeptibility in powers ofp was tacitly assumed near re= O.
           10)               obt ained a si gnific ant ly hi gher value of p cAlso Murray

than the correspoding value for the Ising model, applying the

spin wave theory to the dilute Heisenberg model.

     The problem has been discussed also by use of the cluster
approximations of various types by sato, Arrott and Kikuchi}1)

                                    13)                  12)                                        for the Xsing model and                      and MatsudairaMamada and Takano
                      ].4)                          for the Ising and Heisenberg rnodels.by Oguchi and Obokata

The results obtained by these methods, except Matsudaira's
      13>
method, depend on the coordination number z only, independent

of the further details of the geometry of the lattice, and the

values of Pc for the rsing model are considerab!y small co!npared

with the percolation probabilities. Wq think that these results

should be meaningful Å}n the case of the Bethe lattiee.

    ' It is the purpose of this paper to present a new cluster

approximation whieh reflects the geometry of the lattiee in
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more detail and is applicable to the Heisenberg model as well

as the !sing model; moreover we can improve the approximation

systematieally by expanding the size of the cluster from 1

site to 2, 3, ''. sites. The idea of the effective field has

been used in the various small cluster type approximations,
                                    'for examp!e, in the molecular field, Bethe or eonstant-couplÅ}ng
                                 'approximation. rn ,these methods, the effective field is always

assumed to be a constant. As was discussed by Marnada and
Takano12? i't is necessary to take into aeeount the fluetuation

of the effective field. Mamada and Takano considered a single

spin eluster and gave the probability distribution of the

effective field acting on the spin as the direct products

of one-spin density matrices. They obtained satisfactory

results in spite of the fact that the approximation is a

single site one, i.e. the size of the c!uster was the same as

in the molecular field approximation. We introduee pseudo-

spins which are stochastic variables taking the values 1/2

and -1/2 with self--consistently determined probabilities to

represent the fluetuation of the effective field. When we

reduce the density matrix of the total system to that of the

cluster of a given size, we replace spins not included in the

eluste? by the pseudo-•spins. The probability distribution of

the pseudo--spin is determined by the condition that its average

value is equal to the average value of the magnetization per
                                                      'spin (divided by gpB), In order to derive the selS-eonsistent

equation, we expand the expression of the magnetization in

cluster series and terminate it at the n-th term which consists
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of n and less than n site cluster contributions; n, which is

taken to be l, 2, 3 .'', defines the degree of the approxi-

mation. Our 1-site approximation coincides with the Mamada-
               'Takano approxirnation. There is, however, no obvious way of

extending their approximation to many site clusters, whereas

the present discussion will yield a systematic way of deriving

many site approximation. Ithen p= 1, our eluster expansion
resembies strieb, caxien and Horwitzts15) cluster expansion.

     We give the formaMsm in g2. Zn g3 we present the results

of the ealeulation for the Curie temperature, the critical

eoneentration, the spontaneous magnetization and the suseep-

tibility for the Ising and Heisenberg models together wÅ}th

dÅ}scussions. Calculations are carried out up to the 3--site

approximation for the typical lattices; linear ehain, square

(sq.), planer triangular (p.t.), simple cubic (s.c.), body

centered cubic (b.c.e.) and faee centered eul)ic (f.c.c.) lattiees.

g 2 Formalism

     In the present paper we consider the Heisenberg and Ising

models of S= 1/2 in which only the nearest neighbor feryo-

magnetic interaetion J> O exists, although there is no liTni-

taion for the range of the interaction in applying our rnethod.

We denote the spacia! distribution of atoms in the quenehed

dilute systern eomposed of magnetic and nen-magnetic atoms by
                                        'a set of the oceupation numbers {ct}= {ct1, ct2, ..., ctN}, where
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the occupation number ori is 1 if a rnagnetic atom oceupies the

i-th site and O if a non-magnetie atom occupies the site; N

is the total number of the sites in the system. We assume the

perfect randomness when we take average over the configuration

of atoms.

     The Hamiltonian of the system for a spacial configuration

denoted by {ct} is given by

  }{{ct}- -7g-ijor>tctjg,;{Ilj •- ••H 2,or,si. '(,)

        '                                    '                                        '  ptt{"}= -2?l,jct)ictjS.Z• SjZ• - H2ictisi (2)

in the Heisenberg and Ising models, respectively. In both

eases the first summation is taken over qXl .pairs o.f nearest

neigio-boring sites and the second over all sites. H is the

external magnetic field which is assurned to be in the negative

z-direction and rneasured in the vnit of gvB= 1. Though we

describe our formalism mainly in terms of the Heisenberg

spins in the following, the equations derived in this section
                                                'can easily be.adapted to the Ising model.

(i) Approximate reduction of density matrix

     In principle aU the properties of the system can be

calculated by use of the density matrix

   p{ct}= exp[-BX"L{"}] / Tr exp[-BN{or}] ,B = l/kBT (3)

which, for example, determÅ}nes the rnagnetization (divided by

gVB) to be
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                - • {ct}  Iy!{ct}= Tr[(2ictis.Z.)•p ] ' (4)
                           '
Expanding the r.h.s. of Eq.(4) in a cluster series, we develop

a systematic self--consistent approximation in the foilowing

subsections. To that purpose we discuss here our method of

an approximate reduetion of the density matrix given by Eq.(3)

to the density matrix of a cluster of sites. !n the conven-

tional small cluster approximation so far proposed one obtains

the density matrix for a given eluster by replacing in the

Hamiltonian those spin operators which do not belong to the

cluster by constant veetors Such that

                     '  s//= s\. = o and si = 'g (5)
The constant S plays the role of an effective field acting

on the spins in a given eluster and is determined in a self-
consistent way. As was discussed by Marnada and Takano}2)

however, it is more reasonabZe' to assume that the effective

field will take various values instead of being a constant

even in the thermal equilibrium. Thus we propose the follewing

approximation in the present paper. We replaee the spin
operator Si not belonging to a given cluster by a stochastic

variable Si (we call it 'pseudo--spin') which takes values 112

and -l/2 with self-consistently determined probabilities.

!n this approximation the fluctuation of the spin operators

S// and SiY. are not censidered, so that the approximation is

                                          'better for the rsing model than tor the HeÅ}senberg model.
                                              {ct}                                                  of a cluster     We define the approximate densÅ}ty matrix p{2}
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of 2 sites under consideration in the following way. Replacing

the spins not belonging to the cluster by the pseudo-spins in
                                                       'the Hamilton.i an, web. obtain ghe 6ffective Harniltonian N{{or2}} in which

the spins {Si}2= {Sl, ''', Sm} existing in the cluster appear as

operators, where m is less than or equal to Åí. Defining Tr{Åí}
as the traee over the spin operators {g"2, we express p.E2ctl as,

  p{ct.,l({g,},)- '<p{i•yg({g,},)• >g (6)

where

     pf X} ;s( {gi }2 )= e xp [- BN{{ ctÅí }} ]/ [pr {Åí }e xb [- Bki {{ : }} ] • (7)

and where <'''> g is the average over the stochastic variables
5i in the ef fg ctive Hami lt oni an N{{ Åíct }}. Not ing th at the variab les

E;i which are not the nearest neighbors ef the eluster drop

out in Eq.(7), <..'>{; is written as

  `''''g=i••• P({gi}nn) d{gi}.. (8)

where {:;i}nn represents the set• of the pseudo-spins in the n.n.

sites of the cluster and ' p({S- ?nn) is the probability for a

given set of values Of {gi}nn'

     In the present approximation we treat S                                              ts as variables                                             i
independent of One another to obtain

  P({gi }nn)=. iMG nP.' (gi) ' (9)
with the probability distribution function of a single pseudo-

spin Pz(Sri). Then the average value of a pseudo--spin should be
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equal to the average of the z-eomponent of a spin operator
<SZ>c, where <'''>c means the average over atomic config-

urations {or} as well as the thermal average. With this as--

sumption and the faet that the pseudo-spin takes the discrete

values 1/2 and -Y2 we determine the probability distribution

Pi (Si) as

                                      '   P,(gi) = 6(gi -- -iY) •(1 + X)/2 + 6(S-i +''21 ):(1 - x)/2 (lo)

where X= 2<sZ> .
              e
(ii) Cluster expansion of the magnetization
     Tn order to derive a self-consistent equation for <SZ>
                                                            c
in the next subsection, we expand M{or} defined by Eq.(4) in a

series of cluster averages by use of the approximate density
        {ct}            defined above. We ean prove thatmatrix p        {Åí}
                                     '                                 '    {or} N '{ct}

         2=l

with

   M{:}= 2{p.} ii---i 2{k}(-i)Åí,-k Tr{k}[(2ie{k}ctiSi•)'6{!.ct}}] (i2)

                                        '
where the first sum over {Åí} is taken over al! possible clusters

of Åí sites and the third sum is taken over alZ subelusters Of
                                           {ct}k sites belonging to a given {Åí} with p                                               representing
                                          {k}
the approximate density matrix for a subcluster {k}. Eq.(ll)

is exact as far as the sum is taken up to 2 =N. We will give

a brief proof in the Appendix A.
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          {ct}     For M2 defined by Eq.(l2), the following tt'h,eo]?ems are

easily proved.

(a) If a cluster {Åí} is unlinked, i.e. composed of at least

two subclusters {21} and' {22} which are not conneeted by the
interactÅ}on to each other, it makes no contribution to "cEct}.

                        the                      of                            site
(b) If cti of any one-.-,belonging to {se}is equal to zero, i.e.

the site is not occupied by a spin, the clustey {2} makes
                     {ct }"no contribution to M2 •
     The theorern (a) can be proved by noting that the traces

on spin operators in the sites belonging to subclusters {21}

and {22} can be taken separately in our approximate density

matrices appearing in the r.h.s. of Eq.(12), and the theorem

(b) by noting that if a subcluster {k} appearing in Eq.(12)
contains the i-th site, then p{ct} is equal to b{ct}. Detaiis

                              {k} {k-1}
of the proofs wil! be given in the AppendÅ}x B.

     By use of these theorems we conclude that only linked

elusters of Åí spins are to be taken into aceount in the sum
                            {ct }over {2} in M{Åí ct}. Thus M is of order p2 in powers of
                           Åí
the coneentration of magnetic atoms p, resulting in a rapid

convergence in the cluster expansion when P is small. As

will be discussed in g3, the convergence of the expansion is

also good for P near 1. When P=1, i.e. all cti's are equal to

l, our expansion coÅ}neides formally with the expressÅ}on for
                                                      l5)the magnetization given by Strieb, Callen and Horwitz,                                                         thoygh

their definition of density matrices for clusters is different.
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(iii) Self-consistent approximation

     wrth a given concentration of magnetie atoms p, we carry
                                                              'out the configurational average under the assumption that cti's
                               'are independent of each other, in other words, we assume the

perfect randommess of atomie d.lstribtiS•ion. [llhen the prob-

abilities of ct= 1 and ct= O are given by P emd q= 1-P, respec-

tively. The configurational average of the total spins,
MC= < M{ ct }>
               is related to the average value of each spin by

  <sZ>=Me /pN= x/2 (13)       c
          '
On the other hand, we can ealculate < M-{ct}>                                               approximately with                                             e
a given value of X if we terminate the eluster expansion given
             'by Eq.(11) at a eertain value of 2= Åíc. Thus Eq.(13) can be
                                  '
regarded as the self-consistent equation to deVerptne X. We

shall show in the following that this procedure yields succes--

sively improved approximations if we increase Åíc.

(iii-1) One-site approximation
     Keeping oniy the first term M{ct} in the r.h.s. of Eq.(n)

and taking the configurational average, we get the lowest

order approximation as

  x/2= <SZ >c = <Ml{ct}> /pN

           '
     =' < ll ri[si plor} (s i)] 'e i,

     -<< Tr,[si pSgg (si)]>,s>., (i4)
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where <...>ci represents the configurational average on condition

that ct1= 1. [rhe density matrix whieh appears in Eq.(14) has

                                    '
  pS`]filli'(sZi) =exp[- B i[ct}]/ 'i}ri exp[ - Bk{ilct}] (is)

with

 ilitLi{ct }= - (2J 2. ct. g. +H ) si . (i6)

where the surn overvis taken over ali the n.n. sites of the

site 1. (cf. Fig.1(a";) ar!d (b-1)).After a short calculation

we get the equation

  Trl[SZI pi?g}(si)]= -}- tanh[ 2B (2JE.ct.l;. +H )] a7)

We derive now explicitly the self-consistent equation to '

determine X. Suppose we have n magnetic atoms at the z nearest

neighbors of the site 1. The probability of sueh a config-

uration is given by

Since we neglect the correlation among the pseudo-spÅ}ns SSv, the

probability of the pseudo-spin configurations wh'ere k out of

n pseudo-spins take the value --l/2 and the rest have the value

1/2 is •
                                       '

  D:. (:) (!iX)n-k (lsX)k (lg)
For this pseudo-spin configuration 2vctvS'- v'

 takes the value
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  2.ct.S-. "- }'k+ }•(n-k) = (n-2k)/2 (2o)

The average over the atomic and pseudo-spin configurations,

` `•''>sr 'e,, in Eq•(l4) can be written by use of Eqs.(18),(lg)

and (20). together with Eq.(l7 ) as

                            ttt  X= 2.Z.. Qk 2:.. D: tanh [, g{J(n-2k) +H }] (2i)

Note that Dnk depends on X. In the present 1-site

approximation there is no difference between the Heisenberg and

rsing models. This equation is identical with that given by

Mamada and Takano. Thus we eonclude that our l-site approxi-

mation corresponds to the approximatÅ}on proposed by them.

(iii-2) Two-site approximation
                                                     {ct}     Terminating the expansion given by Eq.(11) at M2 , we

obtain the self-consistent equation in the 2-site approximation
There are g p2zN n.n. pairs of magnetic atoms, so that the

equation is

  x/2 = < )1{lct} + M5ct} 'c /pN

      = < [-rtr'i[sZr plct}(sZi)] >c, '

                                    '       + P2Z •< Tr}i2[ (sZi + s2Z)eplg}s"i,s-'2)- T-ri[si•pl"}(sZi)]

                                   - T.r2[s2Z•p5"}(s:)] >.,,(22)

where the sites 1 and 2 are a pair of the nearest neighbors

arid <...>ci2 represents the configurational average on condÅ}tÅ}on

                 '                  {ct}that ct1"ct2 " 1; Pl2                      is the approximate density !natrix of the
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cluster consisting of the sites 1 an-d 2. The terms containing

the l-site density matrix ean be caleulated in the same way

as in the subsection (iii-1), giving a little care to the

configurational average <...>ci2. The term ctt"ieaiming the 2--site

density matrix can be expressed as

  < Tr12[(sZ + s2Z)pSg} ] >,,, = << Tr12[(sZl + s2Z)pfglg ] >{;>.,,

                                               . (23)

it ,,;:,::n,v.,en.ie,nst),fiE;]22i'lilll[ll]ge-Uiati::.iO,,,,llIe.t.,h:-&lk,,IU$at}l}i"

(,,)

with

                              ' >•{:2or} - --2J•{gl•'s2 + 2J(i)ct.(1)g.(1).si + 2J(2)ct.(2)g.(2)•s

            -H•(SZi+S2Z) • ' (25)
where the sums over v(1) and v(2) are taken over the nearest

neighbours of the sites l and 2, respectively, the sites l and

2 being excluded. (cf. Fig. 1(a-2) and (b-2))                                                 the eigen-
vazues of the effective Hamiitonian ):iglg} are

                                              '
          J  •Xz =- 2 (l+hl+h2) -H .
                   '          J  X2 =- 2 (l -- hl - h2) +H -

  X3,4=-g(-1+-.-,l7/TIr;'-iEIS'Zl-lh-h2)+4) . ',(26)

where hi= 2 2"(i)ct.(i)S"-v'(o, h2= 2E;(2)ctv(2)S--v(2) (27)

                             (r -• 13) '
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using these eigen values, we obtain

                                            '  Tri2[(si + s2Z)b{glg ]={exp(--3>Lp -exp(-Bx2)}/24 exp(-Bxp

                                                i=1
                        EM2[hl, h2;H] (28)

rn the case of the Close packed lattices (for example the

triangular and fec Zattices), the site l and 2 have common

nearest neighbors ; ze, the number of these sites, is 2 for

the triangular lattiee and 4 for the fcc lattice, whereas

for the loqse packed lattiees (for exarnple the square, sc

and bcc lattices) zc is equal to zero. This fact makes the

average over the atomic and pseudo-spin configurations

somewhat complieated, since we have to distinguish the

nearest neighbors shared by the sites 1 and 2 from the nearest

neighboi's not shared by them. Afte/r some manipulation we

get the self--consistent equation as

  X=.:/. Qk "i..Dll tanh[ -{i- {J(n -- 2k) +H }]

    +pz • ( :/I:C."l QZ.3ZC-J.2Z2'.'2.C-IQK5Ze-'l :/:2..Qk:2

      nl               n2                       n12    x Ri.. D"kii R2..D2; Ei2.. D:l22

       Å~ m2[ nl+nl2--2(k!+kl2), n2+n12-2(kl+k12); H ]

   - :/.P.i Qkdi :/:.i D:'l tanh[ 'S {J(n+i--2k) +H }] ]

                                                         (29)
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where nl+nl2 and n2+n12 are equal to the numbers of magnetie

atoms which are at the nearest neighbors of the site 1 and
                                                         '2, respectively; and n12 is the number of magnetie atoms which

are at the nearest neighbors shared by the site 1 and 2.
                    - "-+For the Ising model, replacing the term Sl.S2 in Eq.(25) by
SZI S2Z,'  we can obtain asimUar equation to Eq.(29). We note

that the geometry of the lattiee is reMected in the self-

consistent equation through the number ze as well as z, whereas

in the 2-spin cluster approximation so far pyoposed only the

number z enters in the equation. Thus we obtain different

results in the present approximation for the sc and triangular
                                                   'lattices which have the same z (=6).

(iii--3) Three-site approximation

     The next approximation is obtained by including'the terrn
 {or}
M3 which eorresponds to the eontribution of the 3-site clusters.

There are sever;al types oÅí distinct clusters eonsisting of

three linked sites; they are the triangle, V-linked and straight-

line clusters. The triangle clusters (as shown in Fig.l(b-5))

appear in the case of the closed packed lattices and their
contributions to M5ct} is '

                                 {ct}                                                           {ct}
 (i.jk){ T;ijk[(oriS.Z• '+ctjSJZ +orkskZ)pijk ] -- [Drij[(ctis: +orjsjZ)pij]

                         '
  -- Tyjk[(ctjsJZ• +ctksil)bj{kct}] - [vrki[(ctkslZ ,+oris3)piEl} ]

                              '                                                 -.   + Thi[ctis.Z. pi{"}] i [vrj[ctjsjZiJ{.d} ] + T]?k[orksi!6E"}] }

                                                         (30)
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where the sites i, j and k are the nearest neighbors of one

another, and the sum is taken over al! the triangle clusters;
pl. se is the approximate density matrix of the eiuster eonsisting

of the sites i, j and k. The contribution of the V-linked

elusteres (as shown in Fig.i'(a-4) ?Lnd (b--4)) and the straight--
line elustei?s (as shown in Fig.1(aL3) and (b-;3)) to !viSct} is

 (i. ,j,,) Trijk[.(ctiS.Z• 'ctjs3• +ctks{)bl•,9il ] -- Trij[(ctisi +ctjs,Z•)pl,9} ]

   -- Trj,[(orjS,Z• + or,S,Z)b,{•ff}] + Trj[ajS,Z.p,{•ct}] } (3i)

where the sites i and k are the nearest neighbors of the site

j but not of eaeh other, and the sum is taken over all the V-

linked and straight-line clusters. In the case of the bcc and

fce lattices there are two types of the V--linked clusters whieh

have the different angles between two links. Since the method

of obtaining the self-consistent eq' uation is the same as in

the eases of the 1- and 2- site approximations, we omit further

diseussions.

(iv) Magnetic susceptibility, Curie temperature and eritical

     coneentration

     The magnetic susceptibility Å~ can be obtained by dÅ}ffer-
entiating Å~= 2<SZ>e with respect to the external magnetÅ}c

field as
                                                             '            1 dX
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whe]7e xo= -t- (guB)2 B• pN. In order to investigate the

derivative in Eq.(32) we note that the self-consistent equation

which determines X is of the form as

  X= f(p, B, X,H> (33)                                                    '

Differentiating both sides of Eq.(33) wtth respeet to H , we

get the magnetic susceptibUi.ty as

  x/x.- } d,X, -g ` g,f /(i-'g'll) . (34)

The paramagnetic suseeptibility at zero external field obtained

by putting X=O and H=O in Eq.(34).
     [rhe cu]?ie temperature kB[Pc= Bc-1 is defined as the

temperature at which the paramagnetie susceptibility diverges.

Since the derivative ef/3H j.n the r.h.s. of Eq.(34) does not

diverge at any temperature, Tc for a given concentration p is

determined by the equation

  O"ipt gxf IB= B., x=o, H=o (35)

The critical concentration pe is defined as the coneentration

at which the Curie teTnperature becornes zero, putting Bc= co

in Eq.(35), the equation which determines pc is given by

  o = 1 -' ' aa xf l p = p c , B c. . , x = o , H = o . ( 3 6 )
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g 3 Results and Discussions

     We calculate the Curie rt.a.mperature , c]?itical concentration ,

spontaneous magnetization and paramagnetic susceptibilit

for the !sing and Heisenberg models, using the equations

obtained in g 2. The numerical ealculations are earried out

for the linear chain, square, tranguiar, s.e., b.c.e. and f.c.c.

Iattices in the l-site, 2-site and 3-site approximations.

(i) Dense limit (p=1)

     We first consider the system in whieh there are no- non-

magnetie atoms in order to investigate the aceuracy of our

suecesive approximations in the dense linit. rn this limit the

system corresponds to the usual pure ferromagnet.

     The numerical values of the Curie 'L"empera.ture kB.ll?c!J fo]?

the !sing and Heisenberg niodels are listed in Table 1' and 2,

respectively, together with the values ealculated by other methods.

For the linear ehain (z=2), our suecessive approximations yield

always the results Te=O. In the l--site approximation, which is

identical with the Marnada-Takano approximation and gives no

difference between the rsing and Heisenberg models, the values

of Tc are already bettev than those obtained in the molecular

field approximation, but they depend on the coordination number

z only as in the Bethe and constant coupling approxÅ}mations.

     It is known that the critical properties depend on more

details of the geometry of the lattiee than the coordination

number; in particular, the closed loops eonsisting of links of

intevacting pairs which appear in the non-Bethe lattices play
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an important role in determing the eritical properties. The

primitive closed loop is a triangular loop for the elosed packed

lattiees and is a square loop for the loose packed lattices.

In a general cluster approximation it appears that we need to

eonsider at least 3-site or 4-site elusters in order to take

the effects of the triarigular or squar loops into account. In

our approximation, however, we can consider these effects by

smaller clusters, since spins outside a given cluster are not

replaced by constants but by the pseudo-spins. For example,

eonsider a eluster of two sites which are the nearest neighboYS

of each other. In the case of the clpsed paeked lattices there

appears the closed loop which connects two spins in the cluster

and one pseudo-spin at the common nearest neighbor that

these spins have. This loop approximately represents the

triangular loop sinee the value of the pseudo-spin, which is

1/2 or --1/2, affects simultaneously both of spins. For the

loose paeked lattices the closed loop which eonnects three spins

and one pseudo-spin is considered in the calculation of the 3-site

density matrix and it approximately represents the square loop.

Consequently our 2-site and 3-site approximations exhibit reasonablE

dependence on the geometry of the lattice. For example, the

value of Tc for the triangular lattiee becomes sma!ler than that

for the s.e. Iattice which has the sarne coordination number '

z (=6).

     For the !sing model, the ratio of the value of Tc in the

3-site approximation to the value obtained exactly or by the
                                             ..
                                           '                    • (M-19)



                                  16)high temperature expansion method                                      is about l.07 for the

three dimensional s.c., b.c.c. and f.c.c. Iattices and about

1.21 for the two dimensional square and triangular lattices.

The ratios depend only on the dimension of the lattice. Thus

we may eonclude that our 3-site approximation has almost the

same aceuracy for the closed paeked lattices as for the loose

paeked lattiees. We also carried out the calculation for the
                 '
Bethe lattices which have no closed ioops and obtained the ?

vaiues of [ec quite close to Bethe's values in the 3-site

ap proxi rnati on .

     For the Heisenberg model, the quantum effect of the spin

operators plays an important role in determining the eritical

properties as well as the effect of the closed loops. The

quantum effect is considered for the spin operators in the

clusters of two and three sites. Going from the I-site to the

2- and 3-site approximations, the values of Te decrease rapidly

and they are less than the values for the corresponding Ising

model. We find only one valuefQrthe Curie temperature. The

ratio of the vaJue in the 3-site approximation to the value
obtained by the high temperature expansion methodl7) is about

1.22 for the s.e. Iattice and about 1.20 for the b.e.e. and

f.e.e. Iattices. The fact that these ratios are larger than

those for the Tsing model is attributed to the assumption of the

lsing spin like behavior of the pseudo-spÅ}ns. [lhe result of

eur 3-site approximation is close to that of Strieb, Callen

and Horwitz's 3-spin eluster approximation.
                                 '
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     The spontaneous magnetization reaches its absolute saturation
value, that is, X= 2<SZ> reaehes l, as T decreases to zero for

the Heisenberg model as well as the Ising rnodel, eontrasting with

the constant coupling and Strieb, Callen and Horwitz's 3-spin

cluster approximations where the magnetization is less than the

absolute saturation value at T= O. In Fig.2 we show the temperatur`
dependenee of X= 2<SZ> of the Ising and Heisenberg models for the
square iattiee together with the exaet soiution by yangi8) and

molecular field result. Comparing our results for the Zsing

rnodel with Yang's, we ean see that our approximations are getting

better successively from the 1--site to the 3-site one.

     The high ternperature susceptibility can be exp]?essed in the

form as
  x=i (guB)2 BN .!/lo A.(BcJ)" (37)

Comparing the coefficents An with the exact values, the results

of the 1-, 2- and 3-site approximations are eorreet to order
B2, B3 and Bij, respeetively for the Heisenberg model. In the

case of the rsing model, all the 1--, 2- and 3- site results are
eoi?]?eet to order B4 for the loosepacked lattiees. Ipor the

                                                            '
close packed lattices the 3-site results is also eorrect to
B4 but the i- and 2- site ones are to B3.

(ii) Dilution effects

     In this subseetion we consider the diluted case. Sinee the

presence of non-magnetie atoms cuts off the interactions, the

Curie temperature and the sponVaneous rnagnetization decrease.

The closed loops diseussed in the former subsection also play
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an important role in the dilution problem. For exarnple,eonsider

a cluster of two sites which are a pair of the nearest neighbors.

When there is a non-magnetic atom in the nearest neighbor of

the cluster, the number of the interactions that are cut off by

this atom is two if it is at one of the common nearest neigh-

bors of the two sites whereas it is only one for other cases.

Thus our 2-• and 3--site approximations show (t'tetually that the

effect of dilution depends on moi?e details of the geometry

of the lattice than the coordination number. rn the following

we first consider the Ising model and then consider thb

Heisenberg mode!. We have not carried out the ealeulation of

the 3-site approximation for the f.c.c. Iattice yet, since we

cannot afford to spend the required computer time.

(a) Resu!ts foi? the Ising model

     We show the concentration dependence of the Curie

temperature, Tc(p) in Figs.3 and 4. Fig.3 shows the results of

the 1-, 2- and 3-site approximations for the triangular and s.c.

Iattices which have the same coordination number. Fig.4 shows

the 3-site results for the square, triangular, s.c. and bec

lattices and the 2-site result for the f.c.c. Iattice. As can

be seen from the figures, the curves are close to straight lines

for p near l. [Dhe values of d[Tc(p)/Tc(p=1)]/dp at p=l are '

greater than 1 and change little between the 2-site and 3--site

approximation, about 1.33, 1.27, Z.l4 and 1.IO for the square,

triangular, s.e. and b.c.c. Iattices, respectively, in the
                                                     '1
3-site approximation and about l.09 for the f.c.e. Iattice
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in the 2-site approximation. The linear dependence persists

down to pNO.8 and then dTc(p)/dp starts to increase monotonically

gn.d..b:C.,OM2:.Xn,.Åíjl.IE"p:t"11.li}.Egll{}ggl•ec.i.a.bPi,Iea,C.h.e:,gei..i2.e.S,heP.e,.gg,t;2C..U',Ve

Tc(p), when the approximation is elevated suceessively from

the l-site to 3-site one.
                                                 '     The numerical values of pe are listed in [Dable 3 with the

values estimated by other methods. !n the 3--siteiapproximation

the values for the s.c. and b.c.c. Iattiees are in agreement

with the critical coneentration p estimated in the pereolation
                                  s•
problem, though the values for the two dimensional lattices are

smaller than those of the percolation problem. From the

behaViOrS Of Pc (as can .be sden from the T• ab!e 3) ' it iS

eseouaidOnable to expect that the value of pc for the f.c.e. Iattice

"f" be in agreernent with or at least elose to the value of ps,

if. the calculation for the 3-site approximation is carrÅ}ed out.

     At present the only case where the exact solution is

available in the quenched dilute system is the linear chain of
the ising spins19) comparing the 3-site resuit for the

paramagnetiÅë susceptibility with the exact one, the difÅíerenee

Å}s quite small. !n the dilute 1Å}mit (p N e), the susceptibility

obeys the Curie law.

     In the di!ute system there appear isolated spins and
clusters, so that the value of X= 2<SZ>e Å}s less than l even

at T= O, when there is no external field. In our approximation

the effect of the isolated elusters is considered Å}n a self-
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consistent way. When p<1, X=l iS nO longer the solution of the

self-eonsistent equation whieh determines X even at T=o, since

the clusters which have no magnetic atoms in their nearest

neighbours appear with finite probabilities. Then the ferro-

magnetie order of the spins which interact with the pseudospins

is affeeted, since the probability with which the pseudospin takes

the value -l/2 becomes finite for X<l. The eoncentration depen--

dence of X at T=O is shown in Fig.5. As the temperature

increases, X decrease monotonically from the value at T=O.

     If we investigate the thermal average of a spin, it takes

various values depending on its environment. It is interesting
to calculate the value <SZ>(n); the averaged value of a spin on

condition that the spin has n rnagnetie atoms in its nearest

neighbors• The eluster expansion formula given by Eq.(ll)

can be transformed inf.o the form as

   {or} N {ct} '
with <si>{ct}=[rri[S.Z. pi{or}] + 2j{Trij[Si• p{j{ct}] -• Tri[Si• pi{ct}]}

     '              +''' (39)
where the sum over j in the seeond term is taken over the

nearest neighbors of the site i. Eq.(39> represents the ciuster
expansion for the thermal average of the spin operator Si. Taking
the configurational average of <SZ>{ct} on eondition that n magnetic

atoms exist in the nearest neighbors of the spin, we obtain the
value <SZ>(n? Terminating the expansion given by Eq.(39) at the

                                     {ct}term which corresponds to the term Mp. of Eq.(11), we can calcu-
late the value <SZ>(n) by use of the self-consistently
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determined value X in the Åí-site approximation. It is obvious
that x(n)=q 2<SZ>(n) satisfies the following equation.

              '  x= :/.o Qk x(n) (4o)
where Qk is given by Eq.(l8).                                 This procedure is rather trivial
                                                               'for the 1-site approximation.
     We show the temperature dependence of X and X(n) obtained

in the 3--site approximation for the square lattice in Fig.6.
Of course, X(O) is a!ways zero, since it means the value for

an isolated spin. As can be seen from the figure, the shape
of the X(n)- T curve depends on the number n. Espeeially the

behavior of x(i) is of interest. x(i)/2 is the averaged vaiue

of a spin which has only one magnetic atom in its nearest
                                            (1)neighbors. For p near 1, the behavior of X                                                is approximately

expressed as

  x(1)= x• tanh (BJ/2) (41)
                                                    '
                                        (1)As p decreases, however, the vaiue of X                                            beeornes smaller than

that given by the r.h.s. of Eq.(41).even at T= O.

b) Results for the Heisenberg model

     First we consider the critical concentration. The numerica!

values of pe are listed in Table 3. Xn the 3--site approxirnation

the values are much the same as the corresponding values for the

Ising mode!, though there is some differenee in the case of the

triangular lattiee. This result seems to support the prediction
                 9)                    that pe is a geometrical property of theby Elliott et.al.
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lattice and is the same in the Ising and Heisenbei?g models.

However, the behavior of Tc(p) for the Heisenberg model is

quite different from that for the Ising model. We show the

coneentration dependence of Tc(p) in Figs.4 and -7. IPig.4

shows the results obtained by the 3-site approximation (for the

f.c.c. Iattice we show the results of the 2-site approximation)

together with those for the rsing model. Fig.7 shows the results

of the l-, 2- and 3-site approximations for the triangular and

s.c. Iattiees. For p near 1, [Vc(p) decreases linearly and the

values of d[Te(p)/Tc(p=1)]/dp at p=1 are about 1.90, i.69, 1.35

and 1.24 for the square, triangular, s.c. and b.c.c. Iattices,

respectively, in the 3-site approximation. Zf we compare the

results for the Heisenberg and rsing models, the following

inequality relation is realized for p near 1.
                                                   '  'cd,rp [ -iil6{{lll(;)i) ][H] ' ddp [ L{lr61g;lrs'(pP) ]u] ("2)

This indicates that the ferromagnetic state of the HeÅ}senberg

mp-o de l is more re adi ly de str oy ed by non -m agnetic at oms th an that

of the Ising model.

     As p decreases from 1, d.Tc(p)/dp increases monotonically

in the high concentration region as in the rsing model. If

this behavior persists down to the low concentration region,

Tc(p) should beeome zero at the eoncentration which is appreci-

ab!y greater than the value of pc we obtained. rn the 3-site

approximatÅ}on, however, there appears a region of p where
d2Tc(p)/dp2 becomes positive and the Tc(p) curve has a "-trail"
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for p near pc. Heap6) andEuiott5) obtained the simnar

behavior of Tc(p) based on the concentration expansion of the

susceptibility. However, we cannot conclude definitely that

this is what happens actually in the Heisenberg model, because

the shape of the Tc(p) eu]?ve changes considerably as we go from

the 2-site to the 3-site approximation; we cannot deny the

possibility that the "trail" of the Tc(p) curve disappears if

we go beyond the 3--site approximation. It is noted that in
 c2- and 3-site
our;r;tr' ::tapproximations there appears the anti-Curie temperature for

p very near pc, although we cannot show it in the figures

because the region of p where the anti-Curie temperature appears

is quite narrow.

     The value of X at T= O decreases rnonotonically as p

decreases. rn the 3-site approximation the X-p curves are

nearly identical with those for the Xsing model except for the

case of the triangular lattice. As the temperature increases
from zero, X decreases mo' notonically in the case of the high

concentration. In the case of smaZler p, however, there

appears a region of p and T where X undergoes a small but
finite increase as T increases. Such a increase of X= 2<SZ>

with inereasing T appears also in the ease of the constant

eoupling and Strieb, Callen and Hor'witz's 3-spin approximations.

This region becomes narrower with respect to both p and T in

the 3-site approxÅ}mation than in the 2-site one. This behavior

of X eorresponds to the appearance of the anti--Curie temperature.
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g 4 Summary

     We have presented a new approximation to treat the dilute

Ising and Heisenberg ferromagnets. In this approxirnation the
value of X= 2<SZ>c is self-consistently determined. rn order

to derive the self-eonsistent equation for X, we use the

eluster expansion foymula given by Eq.(ll) and the approximately

reduced density matrix for a given cluster. The yeduÅëed

density matrix i$ obtained by replacing the spin operators

not included in the cluster by stochastic variables (the pseud6-
spins) whose probability distributi6n is given as a function x.

     The approxirnation ean be irr}proved systematically by expandig

the size of the clusters to be considered. !n the 2-site and

3--site approximations we have obtained satisfactory resu!ts

for the Curie temperature, critical eoneentration, spontaneous

rnagnetization and magnetic susceptibility, compayed with those

obtained by other methods. The results exhibit good dependence

on more details of the geometry of the lattice than the coordi-

nation number. For the three dimensional )attices the values

of pc obtained in the 3-site approximation are in agreement

with those of the site percolation problem and arenearly sare

for the Ising and Heisenberg rnodels. The behavior of Tc(p) for

the Heisenberg model, however, is quite diffeyept from that for

the Ising model; Tc(p) for the Heisenberg Mod.el decreases more

rapidly than for the Ising model as p deereases, and the Tc(p)

eurve has a "trail" for p near pc. rt is noted that the

averaged value of a spin with a specified environment ean be
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calculated withour d.iffieulties in our approximation.

     Although we do not show the results, the two spin correlation

function and the speeific heat can be' calculated by use of the

2-site and 3-site density matrices obtained in g 2.

     It is interesting to investigate the system in whieh the

next nearest neighbor interaction exists as well as the nearest

neighbor interaction, or the quasi one and two dimensional

systems with the weak interactions between chains or planes.

Our approxirnation ean be applied without difficulties to these

systems. We will report the results in part I[.
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Appendix A. Proof of the cluster expansion formuZa of Eqs.(ll)

             and (12)

         '
     First we substitute Eq.(l2) in the r.h.s. of Eq.(ll). 7]he

r.h.s. of Eq.(ll) is written as

 Åíil MÅí =kgl 2{2}kil (-1)2-k 2{k}• m{k} (A -1)

                              '         'with
     m{k} = Tr{k}[(2iG{k} cti SiZ) ' p{k}]                                                      (A -2)

where we omit the symbol {ct} for brevity. The double sum

 E 2 ( )is equivalent to 2 2 ( ), so that
2=l kisi k=l 2=k
 2EI M2 =kil E{k} M{k}'2;k (-1). 2{k} • (A -3)
                                                           '

It must be noted that the last sum over {2} is taken over the

clusters of 2 sÅ}tes which contain the cluster {k} (k s 2) as

a subcluster; the cluster {Åí} is composed of the k--sites

belonging to the cluster {k} and (2-k) sites whiGh are ehosen

from (N-k) sites not belonging to {k}. Thus the last two

summations in Eq.(A-2)wfi.-th agiven {k} is calculated

                                    N--k 2  N 2-k N 2-k 2;k (-l) 2{2} =2ik(-•1) (II:ft)=2io (-1) (l!-k) (A -4)

                                           N-k
Eq.(A --'4) is the binomial expansion of (1-x) with x=1; that

is, it is equal to zero except for the case k= N, in which case

it is unity. Thus
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 2il MÅí = kil Z{k} m{k}'

                  N
        = [rr{N}[(iZl ori S

This equation is equal to
Xt is noted that Kubo20)

the expansion theorem of

in the simUar fashion as

6kN = rli {N}

          'i)P{N}]

 the exact

and Strieb,

the density

 ours.

expvession

 Callen and

 matrix or

        (A -5)

given by Eq.(4)
 Horwitzi5) proved

of the free energy
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Appendix B Proof of the theorem (a)

     The eontribution of a eluster {2} to MÅí given by Eq.(12)

is written as
                                              '     •Åí                     2-k  M{2}"kil E{k}(-l) •M{k} (B .-l)

where {k} is the subcluster belonging to {Åí} and m{k} is defined

by Eq.(A--2). The symbol {ct} is omitted. rf the eluster {2} is

eomposed of two subelusters {m} and {n} which are not linked to

eaeh other, the traees on the spin operators in the sites

belonging {m} and {n} can be taken separately in our approximate

density matrices; that is,

  Tr{.} P{2} = P{.} , Tr{.} p{2}= p{.} (B -2)

rf {k} iS divÅ}ded into two subclusters, one is

{kn}, 'the sites of which belong to {n} and the other is {km},

the sites of which belong to {m}, m{k} is divided into two parts

  M{k}"M{k.}+M{k.} (B -3).
W.h,e 2.W:.d;.f;".i,M,{9S-il/liglgiol,gh;.;i3,l811gE?hgs2,W.h,igh.,?:2la:':g:l,ggteS'

of which belong to {m} or {n}; that is, kn=O or km=O. By use of

Eq.(B-3), M{2} is written as '

                                         '  M{2}= k.2/1 2{k} (-1)2'k'M{kn}'k.Åí/1 2{k}("1)Åí"k'm{km} , (B '4)

                             '
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We first

is equal

over ' {kn}

  Åí
  22
 k=1 {k}

prove that the first term of the r.
                          '
to zero. Dividing the sum over {k}

 and {km},

    Åí-k n(--1) em -- 2 2 (-i)Åí'k",m
                kn=1 {kn}         {kn}

2       is the number of ways of ehoosing kni

sites, so that

 Åí--n -km Åí--n ki=o (-i) 2{k.}= ki.o(-i)kM (2ff2)

                     O (since m= 2--n >

In the same way we can prove that the seeond
                         '                             'of Eq.(B -4) is equal to zero, sinee n > l.

h .s.

into

{kn}

of Eq.(B
'

 the sums

 2-n
e2
km=O

sites

l)

out

term of

(-l)

  (B

 of

-4)

-km •E
  {km}

 -5)

(2--n)

(B -6)

the r.h.s.
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Proof of the theorem (b)

     When a site i be!ongs to the eluster {2}, the summation

over {k} in the r.h.s. of Eq.(B-1) can be written as

                                                   '  M{2}= i$.ii 2{k,}[(-i)2-4'" m{k,}tl,(-i)Åí-k'-ierp{k,.i} ] .

           +(-.i)2"i.m{i} ' (B -7)
                                                   '
where the surn over {k'} i$ taken over all subelusters which do

not contain the site i. {k'+i} rneans the eluster of (k'+l)

sites made of the site i and the cluster {k'} and {i} m.eans

the eluster whieh contains the site i only. If the occupation

nurnber ori of the site i is equal to zero, m{v= O and m{k,+i}=

m{k,} , since the density rnatrix p{k,+i} is equal to p{k,}.

Thus

                                                     '
  M{2}= k2'S.ii{k,}[(-1)2'-k'em{k,} + (-i)Åí-k'-1-rp{k,i ]

                                  '

(r •- 34)
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Tab1e l Numerieal values of kBTc /J at p= l for the Zsing mode l

Sq. p.t. se bcc fec

Bethe

Matsudaira

High .te.ilgh'git,.UÅí9

Our 1•-site
 (Marnada-Takano)

Our 2-•site

Our 3--site

1

1

1

1

1

z

.

.

.

T

.

.

443

311

135

545

466

367

2

2

1

2

2

2

.

.

.

.

.

.

466

136

82O

537

307

203

2

2

2

2

2

2

.

.

.

.

.

-,

466

366

255

537

479

410

3

3

3

3

3

3

.

,

.

.

.

.

4 76

332

177

530

484

382

5

4

5

5

5

.485

.897

.522

.327

e228

ee) For the sq. and pt. 1attices the values are exact.



Table 2 Nurnerical values of kBTe / J at p= 1 for the Heisenberg model

         S= 1/2

sq. p.t. sc bcc fcc

AH
I

oo
oo
v

Constant eoupling

                 '
SCH's 3-spin eluster

Hith ternperature
     e xp ansion

Our 2•-site

Our 3-site

none

1.144

l.177

1.001

1.821

1.596

1.979

1.735

1.821

2.082

1.68
 Å}O,Ol

2.I97

2.062

2.884

3.048

2.53
  Å}O.O15

3.211

3,026

4.932

4.650

4.o2
  Å}O.02

5.044

4.811



Table 3 Numericai values of Pe for the rsing [I] and Heisenberg [H] mode ls

sq. , p.t. sc bcc, Åícc

Matsudaira [I] o.484 O.338 O.310 O.234

Spin
    ee )       [H]Wave >o.44 > O. 39 >o.345

EHMRee ee )
o.48 O.36 O.28 Oe22 O.18

Site pereolation O.59
  Å}O.Ol

O.5
(exact)

O.307
  Å}O.OIO

O.243
  Å}O.OIO

O.199
  Å}o.O08

AH
l

Our '1-si.te
 (Marnada-Takano)

O.428 O.293 O.293 O.223 O.I50

co
ev Our 2-site [r]

[H]
O.431
O.472

O.377
O.401

O.283
O.312

O.211
O.233

O.180
O.Z94

Our 3-site [r]
       [H]

O.488
o.485

o
o

.4ZO

.440
O.301
O.306

O,235
O.233

x)       10)Murray Xce) Elliotts Heaps Morgan and Rushbrooke
9)



Fig. I

Fi g. 2

Fi g. 3

Fi g. 4

Fig. 5

               Figure Captions

Figures of the distinct clusters whieh contains one,

two and thyee sites. White circles represent the sites

in the clusters and black circles represent the nearest

neighbouring sites. (a), (b), the clusters which appear

in the square and triangular iattices, respectively.
Ternperature dependence of X= 2<SZ> at p= 1 for the

square lattice. Temperature is normalized by the Curie

temperature. Full Mnes: the l--, ,2-• and 3-site approxi--

rnation for the Ising rnodel. Dot dashed line: the 3-site

approximation for the Heisenberg model. Dashed line:

Exact,solution by Yang. Dotted line: the rnolecular

field approximation.

Concentration dependence of the normalized Curie temper--

ature Te(p)!Tc(p=l) for the s.e. and triangular lattices.
                                          'i`e•:;ul+.'s of the rsing rnodel. Dotted line: the 1-site
                       'approximations. Full lines: the 2- and 3-site approxi-

•rnation for the s.c. Iattiee. Dashed iines: the 2- and

3-site approximations for the triangular lattiee.

Concentration dependence of the Curie temperature for the

square (sq.), triangular (pt), s.c. and b.c.e. Iattices

(results of the 3-site approximation) and for the f.c.c.

Iattice (results of the 2-site approxÅ}mation). Full Iines:

the Ising model. Dashed lines: ' the Heisenberg model.
Concentration dependenee of X= 2<SZ>c at T= O for the

square, s.e. and b.c.c. Iattiees. The curves are obtained

in the 3-site approxÅ}mation for the Ising medei.
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Fi g. 6

Fi g• 7

Temperature dependence of x= 2 <sZ>e and x(N) for

p= 1, O.9, O.7, O.55 and O.5 for the square lattiee.

The curves are obtained in the 3-site approximation

for the Xsing model. "vull lines, dotted !ines,

dashed lines, doUble d.ot dahsed lines and dot dashed
iines represent x, x(i), x(2), x(3) and x(4), respec-

tiveiy. For p= o.s, the curv6 for x(3> is not shown

                                                  'sirice it is aimost the same as'that for x(2).

                               'Concentration dependence of the normalized Curie
                    'temperature Te(p)/Tc(p=l) for the s.c. and triangular
                                                 '                     'lattices ?r,esults of the Heisenberg model. DOtted line:

the l-site approximation. Full iines: the 2- and 3-site

approximations for the sc lattice. Dashed lines: the

2- and 3•-site approximations for the triangular lattice.
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Application of

with the First-

       Part E

a Cluster Appyoximation to Ferromagnets

 and Seeond-Neighbor rnteractions



g l Introduction

     In the preceeding part (hereafter referred to as [M]),
                                                     'we proposed a new cluster approximation Lwhieh can be improved
systernatically. This approximation is applieabib to the dilute

magnetic system (a random mixturb of magnetÅ}c and non-magn6tic

atoms> as well as to the pure systern. In [I] we have investi-

gated the dilute Ising and Heisenberg magnets with the nearest--

neighbor interaction in this approximation. Xn the present

                  ttt tpart we shall investigate the pure and dilute !sing ferro-

magnets including the seeond-neighbor interaction by extending

the eluster approximation to this ease.

     Our approxirnation is based on a cluster expansion of

the magnetization and an approximate reduetion of the density

matrÅ}x. We introduce a "pseudo-spin" which is a stochastie

variable taking the values i/2 and -1/2 with self-consistently

determined probabilities. When we reduee the density matrix

of the total system to that of a small cluster, we replace

spins not included in the ciuster by the pseudo-spins. The

density matrix of the eluster is obtained by averaging over ali

possible eonfigurations of pseudo-spins. The probability

distribution of a pseudo-spin is approximately determined by

the condition that its average value is equal to the magneti-

zation per spin (dÅ}vided by gyB). On the other hand we expand

the expression of the magnetization into a eluster series and
obtain the self-•consistent eqdation whieh determines the

magnetization per spin. The 1-site approximation is identical

                             (ll - 1)



                                      1) '                                          The apprgximationwith that given by Mamada and Takano.

is improved systematicaUy by expanding the size of clusters

to be considered. The 2-site approximation already reflects

the geometry of the lattice in more detail than the coordination

number.
     rn g 2 we shan derive th6 sbif-consistent bquation in

the 1--site and 2-site approximation. The equations for the
susceptibnity, curie temperaturel critieai coneentration,

Pair correlatÅ}on function and specific heat is also given.

     Investigation of the Ising model with the first- and
second-neighbor interactions is of Å}nterest not oniy theorb-

tically but also for a better deseription of real magnetic

systems. zn the present paper, we study the case where the

first-neighbor interaction Jl is positive, i.e. ferromagnetic

and the second-neighboir interaetion takes variQus values.

If J2 is positive, the ferromagnetic Zong range order is

reinforeed and the Curie temperature increases. On the other

hand, if J2 is negative, the Curie ternperature deereases, and

below some critical vaiue of R=J2/Jl the model does not show

ferromagnetie ordering. The model, however, is not solved
                                                               '
exactly even for the two-dimensional lattiees sinee the inter-

actions'cross eaeh other (so-ealled "crossed-bond" problem).

!n recent years severai werks have been done on thÅ}s problem.
Dalton and Wood2) studied the two- and three-dimensional rsing

models by the method of power series expansion for the partition
function and thermodynanic functions. They determinbd dritical

                                                     tt
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indices and calculated the dependence of the Curie temperature
                                                         4)                                               3)                                                  Gibberdon the value of R for R>O. Kawakani and Osawas
and Fan and Wu5) ealculated the curie temperature for the

square lattiee. They write the partition function as the
vacuum-to-vacuurn expectation value of fermion opbrators. Then

using the anticontmutation relation of the fermion operators,

the partition function is written as the expectation value of

the time ordered exponentials in which a quartic term of fermion

operators appears in addition to the quadratic terms. They

ignore the quartie term and ealculate the Curie ternperature

approximately. rf J2=O, their result is exact. For R>O their

result agrees well with the result of Dalton and Wood. Fan

and Wu obtained the result that the Curie temperature decreases

smoothly as R decreases and beeomes zero at R=--1/2.
           6)              also studied the Zsing model of the square lattice     Takase

in the approxirnation which is identical with our 1-site approxi-

mation. His approximation, however, is based on a different

principle from ours. He has caleulated the Curie temperature

and spontaneous magnetization. On the basis of a free energy

expression, he eoneluded that the first-order phase transition

from ferrornagnetie to paramagnetic phase occurs for range

-O.238>R;l-O.5. As will be discussed in g 3, this conclusion

whieh contradicts with that of the present theory is hard to

believe.

     !n g 3 we shall Å}nvestÅ}gate the thermodynamie properties
                                                  'of the !sing model with the first- and seeond--neighbor inter-
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a6tions. The dependence of the Curie temperature on R=J2/Jl is

calculated for the square, triangular, s.c., b.c.c. and f.c.c.

        t ttlattices. For the square lattice the spontaneous magnetization,

pair correlation function and speeific heat are calculated,

whieh show reasonable dependenlces on temperature and the ratio
                             'of the interaction eonstants, R. The Curie ternperature deereases

smoothly with decreasing R to vanish at R=--1/2 in agreement

with Faw and Wu's result.

     Zn g 4 we shall investigate the random mixture of magnetie
                       'and non-magnetic atorns. we assume thb perfect randornness of

the atomic distribution. The presenee of non-magnetie atoms

results in the decrease of the Curie temperature. Below the

critical concentration of rnagnetic atoms the system does not

show any phase transition. As was diseussed in [Z], the critical

Coneentration would correspond to the formation of a infinite

network of adjacent spins. The value of the critical concen-

tration and concentration dependenee of the Curie temperature

have been ealculated by many authors for the case where only

the nearest-neighbor interaction exists. The relevant refer-
        'ences are found in [I].
                                          '
     The role of the farther neighbo]? interaetion has been
qualitativeiy discussed by Brout7) [Vhe seeond--neighbor inter-

action, even if it is small, is expected to play an important
                       t.role at least at low tempetiatureS. Espeeially it has been
dis cu ss ed by Elli ott ,'  He ap ,'  Mog an and Rushh, rook 8) that the

eritical concentration depends on the range of interactions
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and ngt on the strength. rdpgaki and vryu9) have calculated

the concentration dependence of the Curie temperature for

various values of R=J2/Jl> O by the method of concentration

expansion. They obtained the result that the critical concen-
                                     '                             -. .tration dees not depend on the'  strength of J2 and the Curie
                             'temperature vs. concentration curve has a "trail" in the region

                         ttof concentration near the critical one when R is small.

     We shaU ealeulate the ei?itical eoncentration, Curie

ternperature, paramagnetic susceptibility, spontaneous magnet--
                            'ization, pair correlation function and specific heat in our
            '                                                '2--site approximation. The calculation is carried out for the
                                   '      '
square lattice including the second-neighbor interaction. We

shall find the remarkable role of the weak second-neighbor

interaction in the low temperature regÅ}on. The calculation

for the s.c., b.c.c. and f.c.c. Iattices are carried out in

our 1-site approximation.

(E - 5)



g 2 Formalism

  g 2-1 The eluster approximation

     In this section we extend the eluster approximation

proposed in [I] to the case where the second-neighbor inter-

action also exists. We consider the !sing model of S= Y2 with

the ferromagnetic first-neighbor interaction Jl> O and the

second-neighbor interaetion J2; the sign and magnitude of J2

is assumed to be such that the long range order, if it appear, iS

ferromagnetic. The spacial eonfiguration of magnetic and non-
                                         'magnetic atoms is denoted by a set of occupation numbers, {ct}=

{ory ct2, ''', ctN}, where the occupation number cti is equal to

1 if a magnetic atom oeeupies the site i and O if a non-magnetie

atorn occupies the site. For a given atornic confÅ}guration {or},

the HamUtonian of the system Å}s wrÅ}tten as

 ik{{ct}= -2Ji E(1)ctictjsisjZ -- 2J2 2(2)ctictksi•s{ - gvBH E ctisiZ

                                                      (2 - l)

where H is the external rnagnetie field and the sums E(l) and

2(2) are taken over all the rtrst- and second-neighboMs,

                                                       'respectively, and the last sum is over all sites.

     rn our eluster approximation, the average value •sf a spin,
X= 2<SZ>c, where <'..>e rneans the average over the atomie

configuration as well as the thermaZ average, is determined

self-eonsistently. The procedure to der?ive the self-consistent

equation is the same as that discussed in [I]. We briefly

summari,ze, without proof, the procedure in the following.

                           (E - 6)



     First we define the approxinate density matrix p{Åí} of

a cluster {2}, consistihg of Åí sites. (We will omit the symbol

{ct} hereafter when there is no confusion.) We replaee the

spins Si. not belonging to the cluster by stochastic variables

gi (pseudo-spins) which take the values 1/2 and -1/2 with
the probabilities (l+X)/2 and (1--X)/2, respeetively' . In thÅ}s

approxirnation we assume that the pseudo-spins are independent

of one another and the average value of a pseudo--spin is equal
to the average value of a spin, <SZ>c= X/2. For a given eon-

figuration of the pseudo-spins, the density matrix p{Åí},sy of

the cluster {2} is expressed in terms of the effective Harnil--

tonian N{Åí},g thus derived as

                          '   p{2},s; = exp[ --B N{2},g] / Tr{2}exp[ -B k>L {2},i:;] .

                                                     (2 -- 2)

where B= l/kB[r and Tr{2} means the trace taken over the spins

which belong to the cluster. Taking the average over all

possible configuration of the pseudo--spins, the density matrix

P{2} is calculated as

              '   P{2} =` P{2},g >g , (2- 3)
Noting that the pseudo--spÅ}ns that are not at the first- and

seeond-neighbors of the cluster {2} drop out, we only consÅ}der

the pseudo-spins that are at the first- or second-neighbors of
          'the eluster when we take the average <'''>g .
                 '
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     Next we expand the magnetization of the system (divided

by guB) which is given by

                            '

  M{ct}= Tr [(2 ctiSi•)'pN] (2-4)
                                                   '
                                      '
into the cluster series, where pN is the density matrix of the

total system. The following cluster expansion formula is

proved.

  M{ct}-S/iMEct} ' (2-s)
                                 '
with

             2 2-k  MEct}= E{2}kii(-i) 2{k}'[Pr{k}[(2i e{k}disiZ)'p{k}] (2 - 6)

             .
where the sum over {2} is taken over al! possibl-e clusters

of 2 sites and the sum over {k} is taken over all subelusters

of k sites belonging to a gÅ}ven {Åí}. By use of the theorems

proved in the appendix of [I], the clusters {2} which give

non zero contribution to MÅí are the linked clusters of Åí spins,

that is, al! occupation nurnbers cti's of the sites belonging to

{2} are equal to 1 and all the spins are eonnected by the inter-

actions.

     When the concentration of magnetic atorns is equal to p,
there are pN spins in the system and the probabilities of d= 1

and ct= O are given by p and q= 1--p, respbetively. (we assume

the perfect randomness of atomÅ}c configuration ). Then taking

                '



the configurational average of Eq.(2--5), the value of X is
                             '                                          '               'given by

                                       '  X/2= <SZ>c =< M{ct}>c/ pN , (2-7)
                     '

< M{ct}>acan be calcu!ated approkirnately with a given 'value of

X if we terminate the cZuster expansion at a certain value of

2, so that Eq.(2-7) is the selfconsistent equation .which

determines X. Succesive approximations are made by taking

progressively larger value of 2 at which the eluster expansion

is terminated.
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g 2 - 2 1 - site approximation

     Keeping only the first term in the cluster expansion given
                                             `
by Eq.(2-5) and taking the co,nfigurational average with a given

concentration p, we get the !owest order approximation as

  x/2= < !sc{ct} >c/ pN

     =< Trl[S:'pl] >c, (2-8)
where the pl is the approximate densYMtayeehe site 1 oceupied

                              ttby the spin S: and <•'•>ci represents the configurational

                           'average on eondition that ct1= 1. After a short calculation,

the r.h.s. of Eq.(2--8) can be written as

  <[rrl[sZl ' pl]>.,= << g tanh[Kl • 2E(1)dtvg. + K2 • 22(2)ctpgu+L]>s;)

                                                       (2 - 9)

                'where Kl= BJI/2, K2= BJ2/2 and L= BgvBH/2, and where Z(l) and

                                                               '2(2) mean the sums over the first- and seeond- neighbors of

the site l, respectively. The average over the atomic and
         'pseudo-spin configurations, <<..e>g>ci can be carried out in

the similar way as was discussed in [M] by use of the following

de finitions.

         '

and
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  Dnk --- (nk) (1;X)n-k (1 's X)k ' (2-11)

                                                  'Let zl and z2 be the numbers of the first- and second--neighbours,

the self-consistent equation which determines X Å}s given by

     '                          tt                                    ' x=y EZ o' Q.Z 'i y EZ o2 Q: :2, i./ .oDX. k:/ .o Dtip • t anh [Ki (v -2kv )+K2 (v -2kv )+ i? ]

                                       '

                                                       (2 - 12)

where v and p are the numbers of magnetic atoms which occupy

the first- and seeond-neighbors , respeetively, and where kv
                             'and kv are the numbers of pseudo•-spins which take the value
-1/2 out of v and p pseudo--spins)' respectively. When K2=O,

that is, J2=O, Eq.(2-12) becomes identical with Eq.(21)
                                              'obtained in [T].
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S 2 - 3 2 - site approximation

     The 2-site approximation is obtained by terminating the
ciuster expansion at M5ct}. Th6rb are p2ziN/2 first-nbighboring

spins and p2z2N/2 second-neighboring spins, so that thb salf-

                                                              'consistent equation is given by '

                 {d}          {ct}  x/2= <Ml + M2 >c/pN

     = <Trl[sZl . pl]>ci

          '                       '     + ESZ"-,. <!Drl2[(SZI + S2Z)p12] -Tri[SZIp1] •-• Tr2[S2ZP2] 'c,,

                                            ,

     + RiZl2 <7]r13[(SZI + SZ3)p13] -• Trl[Sipl] -' Tr3[S:P3] 'ci3

                                                         (2 - l3)

where p12 and p13 are the approximate density rnatrices of the
first-neighboring spins S: and S2Z and that of the seeond--

neighboring spins Si and SZ3, respectively, and where <''">ci2

represents the configurational average on condition that

ct i=ct2= 1 and similarly for <...>ci3. The terms containing

the 1-site density matrix, pl, p2, or p3, can be eaiculated in

the same way as in the subsection (2-2).

     For a given values of pseudo-spins, the density matrix
   'P12,g Of the first-neighboring spins is expressed by use of

Eq.(2-2).vJiththe effeetive Hamiltonian given by
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N-12,g'= -2Jl' sis: - (JlhSl) + J2hS2)) • si

         - (JihE•i) + J2h52)) ' s2Z - gvBH •(sZi + s2Z) (2 - i4)

where
                       '                                            :i  h51)- 2EJ(1)dr.(i)g.(i) h52)- 22,(i)d,(•J:)gti'(l)

                   .- tt                  tt  h51)= 2E"(2)ct.(2)g.(2) h52)= 22ti(2)dij(2)gti(2)

                                                      (2 - 15)
                                     '     'where the sums over v(]) and v(2) are taken over the first-
                             'neighbors of the Site.S1 and 2, respectively, the sites 1 and

2 being excluded, and where the surns over v(l) and p(2) are

over the seeond-neighbors of the sites 1 and 2, respectively.

Then the term whieh contains p12 is written aS

                                              '  <Tr12[(Si + S2Z)Pl2] >c,,= <<Tr12[(Si + S2Z)Pl2,g] >S 'e12

               '                           '

                    s• <<mJi(h5i), h52), h5i), h52); gpBH) >g >c,,

                                                      (2 - 16)

rnJl defined by Eq.(2-l6) can be caleulated without diffieulty

by use of the eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonian H12,sr .
                                        'When we take the averages, <<''">g >ei2, we have to claSsify

the neighboring sites of the sites l and 2 according to the

lattice geometry into several types. rn the case of the square
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lattice (see Fig.l(1)), for ex'ample, the sites 4, 7 and 10 are

the first-neighboring sites oÅí the site 1, and the sites 4 and
                                 'IO are also the second-neighboring sites of the site 2 whereas

the site 7 is not. Then the number and values of pseudo-spins
at the sites 4 and 7 affect thb vaiues of hSi) and h52) simui--

taneously, but those of the pseudo-spin at site 7 affects only
the value of hSl). sueh a situation always appears in the case

of the non--Bethe lattice, since there exist triangular elosed

loops of' the first-- and second-neighbor interactions. !f we

abbreviate the configurational average of magnetic atoms by

ZQ(Jl) and that of pseudo-spins by ZD(Jl),

< Tr l2 [(S Z I + S :)P l2 ] 'C i2

        = EQ(Ji)2D(Ji)•mJi(hSi),h52),h5!),h52)sgvBH) (2 -- i7)

Using the similar notation for the term which contains pl3,

we can wnite down the self-consistent equation as

     Zl Z2 x= .Eo Qgipgo Quz2•Dl(v,v) .
 + pzi (EQ(Ji) 2D (Ji) ' rnJi - .;Z oi -i Q.Z i-i vSg Q:2 • Di(v+i,p )]

                                                       '                                     ' + pz2(EQ(J2)ED(J2) •- rnJ2 - .iZoi Q.Ziii'gZo2-'' QpZ2•-i •Dl(., u+1))

                                                           '
                                                       (2 - 18)
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where

            v v'  Di(V,Y)=kv;o Dl2vki.o .Dftp tanh[Ki(v-2kv)+K2(v-2ku)+L]

                                                        (2 - l9)

[Dhe explieitexpressions of ZQ(Jl), 2D(Jl)s EQ(ir2) and 2D(J2>
and vaiues of h5i), hS2),' etc. arb givbn in thb app6ndix for

                               '                        t .t .the square lattice. When J2=O, the terms corresponding the
                                   ttsecond--neighboring pair cancel out, and Eq.(2--19) becomes

identical with Eq. (29) obtained in [I].
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g 2 - 4 Susceptibility, Curie temperature and e]?itical

         concentration

                                   '     The self-consistent equations derived in the previous

subsections are of the form as

  X= f(X, p, Kl, K2, L) (2-2o)
Since the equations for the susceptibUity x, the Curie

temperature Tc and the critical coneentration pe are derived

in the sarne way as in[r], we show the resuits without discussions.

The magnetie susceptibility is given by

                                     '
           , t. Jt  X/Xo--g--i/(i -- 'giS-) (2-2i)
     '                           '
where xo = lt(gvB)2B ' pN. The equation which determines [vc is

 '

  O" i "" il"i/ilKi=Kc!, K2=Ke2, x=Lio (2 - 22)

     '             '
where Kcl=Jl/ 2kBTc and Kc2= J2/ 2kBgle. The equation which

determines pc iS

                                                           '
  O" i '- {l'itlllp=p,, Ki= IK2l--•co, x=L---o ' (2 •' 23)
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g 2 - 5 Spin pair correlation function and specific heat
                                                   '                   '
     The correlation functions of the first--neighboring spins
                   ttSk and S2Z and of the second-neighboring spins SZI and SZ3 are

                                                       'defined as '
                                '                                            '  gJl=-' 4 ' <Si S2Z>e= 4< Tr[Si S2Z• piSd}]>c,,, (2 - 24)

                              '  gJ 2 Z 4 ' < s Zi s Z3> , pt 4 <Tr [ s i s Z3 i kd } ] > . , , (2 -• 2 s )

                                        '
where pfict} is the exact density matrix of the system with a

given atomic configuration {or}. In this subseetion we give

the equations which determine the correlation funetions by

use of the approximate 1-site and 2--site density matrices

obtained in the previous subsections. Before we show the

ealculation, it is noted that there are various ways to calculate

gJl and gJ2 and we cannot determine the equations for gJl and

gJ2 uniquely in the framework o'f our cluster approximation.

This is because the correlation functÅ}ons are not considered

explieitly in the derivation of the self-eonsistent equation

whieh determines X and there is no evident principle for the

calculation of gJl and gJ2. In the following, we ealculate

them by use of the 1--site density rnatrix in the 1-site approxi--

mation and by use of the 2-site density matrices in the 2-site

approximation. It is however, possible to ealculate gJl and

S2 by expanding Eqs.(2-24) and (2--25) into a elustei? series

                                             '                   'like Eq.<2-5) and terminating it at the corresponding size of
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clu$ters tO that of the self-consistent equatign fo.r X.

We do not go into more details of such a method here, slnce

the folXowing method seems to yield the rno$t reasonable result.

     Xn the 1-site approximation we approximate gJl as the
correlation between the spin SZ I and the pseudo-spin g2, that is,

                          t ttt  9f- 4 '"Th[Si ii;2 pi,s;]>' g>c.,s . (2 - 26)

                            '
whre the density matrix pl,sy also eontains the pseudo-spin 3:;2.

After a short caleulation, Eq.(2--27) is wi?itten as

  4Ji" .ZZoi-i Qgi"'":/8 Q32k."/.o Dliv kSu--oDl2v

    Å~ (l;X . tanh[Kl+Kl(v-2kv) + K2(v- 2kV)]

           -- l5X • tanh[-Kl+Kl(v-2kv) + K2(u-2kp)]] (2 - 27)

This approxirnation is satisfaetory is spite of the fact that

is a single site one, sinee gJl thus obtained does not vanish

even if T>Tc (where X=O). Moreover it becornes tanhKi in the

dilute lirnit (p+O). gJ2 is caZculated in the similar way.
!f J2=O, gJ2 Å}s equal to X2 which is the same result as that

of the moleeular field approximation.

     ,                        '

                    '
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     In the 2-site approximation, gJl is given by

    gJl= 4 <Trl2[Si S2Z P12]' c,,

       = 2Q(Jl)ED(Jl) • Gl(h51), hS2), h51), h52)) (2 - 2s)

where

    Gi(h5i), h52), h5i), h52))F 4 [rri2[sZi s,Z pi2`.s;] ' (2 - 29)

                                        '
and where the same symbols are used as those employed in

g 2-3. The value of gJl is calei41ated with the self-consistently

determined value of X. In the dilute linit Eq.(2-28) becomes
                                     '
gJl= tanhKl. S2 is caleulated in the similar way by use of
                  'the density matrix pl3 which is that of the second-neighboring
spins Si and SZ3. rt is neted that, even if J2=O, gJ2 is not

equal to x2 sinee there exist the common first-neighbors whieh

the spins l and 3 share (for example, the sites 7 and IO in

Fig.1(2)).

     Finally the magnetic contribution to the speeific heat

per spin is given by

                     t t.t   c.= - I} (zl Jz 'gT gJl+ z2J2 :gdt[r gJ2) (2 - 3o)
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g 3 Pure ferromagnet

     In this section we shall consider pure ferromagnets with
                                            'the first- and second-neighbor interactions; all the sites of

the system are occupied by rnagnetie atoms. [The equations for

the system are given by putting P=1 in the equations obtained
in g 2; and they are solved numerically. !t is noted that

.our 1-site approximation is identieai with that of Maniada and

Takano when J2= O. When the second-neighbor interaction is

included there appear interactions erossing one another. Thus

the problem is not solved exactly even for the two-dimensional

!sing model (so-called "crossed bond " problem).

     Before discussing the results we shall investigate some

exactly soluble eases with anisotropic interactions in order

to examine the accuraey of our approximation in S 3-l. rn g 3-2

the results of our approximation for the square lattiee are

presented and discussed in detail. In g 3-3 the results for

the tr!angular, s.c., b.c.c. and f.c.c. Iattiees are discussed.
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g 3 -- l The accuracy of the approximation

     The two-dimensional Ising model with anisotropic interactions

can be solved exactly if there are no erossed bonds. In order

to investigate the accuraey of our approximation we apply our

approximation to sueh a system and compare the results with

the exaet solution. We consider the following two iattiees.

One is the well•-known rectangular iattice with the interactions

Jl and J2 along the vertieal and horizontal lines, respectively.

The othey is the anisotropic triangular lattice with the inter-

action Jl along two directions and J2 along the other (see Fig.2).

     First we consider the rectangular lattice. By varying J2

while leaving Jl(>O) constant we go continuously from the square

lattice (J2=Jl) to the 11near chain (J2=O). The Curie temper-

ature Tc(R) depends on the value of R= J2/Jl. The values of

Tc(1) (the square lattice) obtained in the 1-- and 2-site approxi-

mation are shown in Table 1 with the exaet value. The value of

the 2-site approximation is better than that of the l-site one,

but it is stil! higher than the exaet value. The dqpendence of

the Curie ternperature on R, however, is quite good. When

1>R>O.1, the value of Te(R)/Tc(1) is in agreement with the exact

one to within l% in the 2-site approximation and to within 5% in

the l--site approximation. The agreement beeomes worse as R

decreases from O.1, but the value of Te(O) Å}s equal to zero as

it is for the exact case.

     The exact solution for the anisotropic triangular lattice
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                                  IO)                                      This system is interesti4g.was reeently discussed by Eggarter.
                                              'When Jr-J2 >O, we get the triangular lattice. When J2'-- O, we

get the square lattiee. When J2= -Jz, the system is equivalent

with the triangular antiferromagnetic Ising model and it does

not show any phase transition. The values of Tc(l) are shown
in Table 1. We show in Fig;'  2 the dependence of Tc(R)ITc(O)
                                  tton R obtained in the 1-- and 2-site approximations with the exaet
result. As can be seen, from the figure)' the 2-site approximation

                                                    '                                                 'gives good dependence of Tc(R) on R for l>R ;e-o.6. [Phe l-site
                               'approximation is good for R> O. !n both approximations Tc(-1)= O
                                             'and there is no Curie temperature for R< -1.

     From the above discussions we can eonclude that the 2-site

approxirnation shows the good dependenee on R= J2/Jl exeept the

neighborhood where the Curie temperature becomes zero. The l-site
                                                          'approxirnation is also good for the positive R.
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g 3 -• 2 Results for the square lattice

     In this section we shall investigate the square Ising ferro-

magnet with the first-- and second-neighbor interaetions. As was

discussed in Introduction this systern has been studied by many
authors. some exaet resuits ar6 obtaÅ}ned' . Kanamoriii) has

            'determined the ground state of the system rigorously. His
                                           'conclusion is as follows. For R >-l/2 i.e. Jl>O, J2> -Jl/2,
                    ttthe system is in the ferromagnetie state. For R<-112 i.e.
               'Jl>O, J2<-Jl/2, the system is in the antiferromagnetic state.

Its structure is that all spins in a row have the same signs
                                       .tand the spins •in the adjaeent rows have the opposite signs.
                                            'On the boundary R= --l/2 the ground state of the system is

degenerate with a macroscopie degree of degeneracy and there
                                                              5)would be no preferred state at low temperatures. Fan and Wu

eoncluded that the transition temperature vanishes at R=--l/2.

This phenomenon is quite alike with the vanishing of the

transition temperature for the antiferromagnetic triangular

Zsing model.

     We firocrt eonstder the Curie temperature. Tn Fig. 3 the

dependence of Tc(R)/Te(O) on R=J2/Jl obtained in the 1- and

2-site approxÅ}mations is shown wÅ}th the results of the series
                              2)                                   The absolute Values of !Vc(O)expansion by Dalton and Wood.

and Tc(1) are listed in Table i. For} positive R the Curie

temperatune vs. R eurve of the 2-site approximation is very near

to the stright iine although it shows a Slight curvature. The

curve of the 1-site approximation shows a larger curvature than
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that of the 2-site one. As Dalton and Wood discussed. the

variation of the Curie 'temperature is represented to a good
                   'approximation by

     T.(R)" Te(O) {1 + YR} fOr O<R<1 (3 - l>

The value of y= i.35 reproduces the result of Dalton and Wood

to within 2%. !n the 2-site approximation the value of y= i.30

reproduges the result in the same accuracy. As the value of R

decreases from O, the Curie temperature obtaÅ}ned in the 2-site

approximation•smoothly decreases and vanishes at the exact
value of R= -1/2. Fan and wu 5) obtained the simuar behavior

of the Curie temperature in the fvee--fermon approximation.

This result is reasonable sinee the exaet Curie temperature

for the anisotropic triangular lattice discussed in ' g 3-1

deereases continuously for negative R and vanishes at R=-1

where the system becomes equlvalent with the antiferromagnetie

triangular lattice. On the other hand, in the 1--site approxi-

mation we have two solutions for O>R>-O.3i and no solution for

R <--O.31. The similar behavior was obtained in the Bethe

approximation and the free-fermion approxÅ}mation derived by
                                                            'NKawakami and osawa 3) and Gibberd4).

     In order to investigate the properties of the system for

T< Tc we calculated the spontaneous magnetization, pair eorre-

lation functions and specific heat in the 2-site approximation

For R>O the behavior of the spontarieous magnetization and
Specific heat is similar to that for R= O. X= 2<SZ> decreases
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monotonieally as the temperature increases and the' value of
d2x/dT2 is always negative. The specific heat increases

monotonieally as the temperature i'ncreases and has the gap
                                 'at T=Te. The shape of the Cm. vs. T eurve is simUar to that
                                               ttobtained in the Bethe approxirnation. For R< O, however, the
                                              'behavior of the system is rather complieated. We show the
 'temperature dependence of X, pair eorrelation function gJl and

gJ2 and the specific heat for various values of negative R in

Fig. 4, 5 and 6, respectively.

     As the value of R decreases, the shape of the X vs. [D

curve ehanges continuously, There appears below Tc the reglon

of T where the X decrease qulte rapidly. Por R<--O.38 we have

three non-trivial solutions for Å~. If a system shows the

first--order phase transition, we often encounter sueh a behavior

of the order parameter. So it is interesting to investigate the

behavior of the free energy. In general the free energy minimum

determines the va!ue of the order parameter. Thus it is

z}easonable to assume that the free energy G(X) satisfies the

following equation if there is no external field.

    aG(x)    's'<:zr =X-f (X) . (3-2)
where f(X) is given by Eq.(2-20). Then integrating this

equation, we can obtain the free energy by

    G(X) - G(O)=' lli [X - f(X) ]dX ' (3 -- 3)

                                    '
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The function G(O) is a function of temperature and we cannot
              'determine its absolute 'value in this diseussion. The free
                        '                         t ttenergy thus obtained gives one minimum together with one

maximum at X= O when R.>"O.38 atpd T<Tc. For -O.5<RtE -O•4
                                                          '                               tt                 t tt tthere appears the region of T where two minima and one maximum
together with the maximum at X=O. From the behavior of the '

                     'free energy calculated for various tempe]?atures we expect the
                           'first-order pha$e transition' .'

 The ternperature where the first-
                  'order phase transition oec ers are always lower than the Curie

ternperature obtained by Eq.(2--22) and are denoted by the dashed
                                                'line in Fig. 4. Then the Curie ternperature vs. R curve shown

in Fig. 3 has its meaning as the seeond-order phase transition

even when the first-order phase transition a!so occurs. When

R=-O.5, the solution of X--O has always the lowest energy.

     The results of the pair corre!ation function for the 'first-

neighboring spins, g and for the seeond-neighboring spins,
                     Jl•
g are shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen from the figure, g

decreases rnore rapidly than g for small positive R and
                              Jl
Rse, The value of lj is positive near the Curie temper-
ature even if R is negative. As the temperature increases from

Tc, q32 for negative R deereases and becomes negative. such

behavior is reasonable since there remains the ferromagnetic

short range order near the Curie temperature. The specifie
                                                      'heat Cm exhibits the interesting behavior for negative R as can
be seen frorn Fig. 6. The Cm v.s. T curvb for R=-O;2 has a

slight shoulder below the peak corresponding to the phase tran-
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sition. As the value of R decreases from -O.2, this shou]der

grows up to a peak which is much more conspieuous than that

at T=T .
      c
     The rather curious behavior of the square lattiee is

qualitatively accounted for• as follows. For} R>-O.5 the ground

state is ferromagnetSc• and al]. spins have positive (or negative)

signs. We shall eonsider the energy required to flip some .
positive spins. It requires the energy, 4Jl - 41J21, to flip

a single spin. The energies required to flip one more spin
are 2Jl - 41J21 and 4Jl - 21J21 at one o'f first-neighboring

sites and a second-neighboring sites, respectively. Thus it

is preferable to flip the first-neighboring spin. Consider

the case where apair of spins at the sites 1 and 2 in Fig. 1(1)

have negative signs and they forms an isolated island in the

sea of positive spins. In Fig.l(1) the energies required to

flip one more spin at the sites 5, 6 and 8 are Es=2Jl - 21J21,

E6=4Jl - 2 J2 and Es=2Jl - 4IJ21, respectively. The energy

Es is the smallest if IJ21 is finite. Vihen IRI is small, the

difference between Es and Es is small and the excitation

spectrum is sirnilar to that for R=O. Thus fo]? small IRI the

thermodynamic behavior is similar to that for R=O. On the

other hand, when FRI becomes large, the differenee between Es

and Es increases and Es beeomes small. At R=-O.5, Es is

equal to zero. !n this case it is quÅ}tet preferable to fZip

the spin at the site 8 and the negative spin cluster tend to

    '
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spread out into a chain. Crudely speaking, as temperature
                     X ,-3?eaches the va!ue kB[V-- rv Es, the negative spin clusters
                                                          'rapid!y spread out into a chain. This fact results in the
                                          '
rapid decrease of the spentaneous magnetization and a peak

of the speeific heat around this temperature. As can be
seen from figures, a erude estimate kBTee/Jlr{, 2 - 41Rl gives

a re as on ab le value for R<-O. 3.

     Finaliy we shall give sorne comments on the 1-site approxi-
mation. Takase 6) has studied the squarb iattice in the ."

                                              'approximation which is identieal with our 1-site one. His

derivation of the approximatiQn is based upon the different
                   'principle from ours. He ca!culated the spontaneous magnetization

and the free energy which is defined in the same way as ours.

He concluded that for the range -O.238> R k-O.5 the first-order

phase transition occurs instead of the second-order phase

transition. This conclusion eont]?adicts ou]? results. We

think it is not appropriate to apply the l-site approximation

to the case for negative R . The reasons are (1) the closed

loops consisting of the links of the interacting spins are not

considered and (2) the short range correlation are not considered

appropriately. When we calculate gJ2 by the method discussed

in g 2-5, the value of gJ2 beeornes negative at T=Tc even for

the very small IRI. For R l;O, however, the l-site approxi-

mation gives reasonab!e results.
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g 3 - 3 .Results for other lattices

     We calculate the Curie temperature for various value of

R and various lattice in the 2-site approximation. [Vhe caleu-
                                                            'lation is carried out for the triangular, s.c., b.c.e. and f.c.c.

Iattices. [Phe values of Tc(O) and [rc(1) are listed in [Pable 1.

As was discussed in [!], ovr approximation is rnore accurate

for the three-dimensional lattices than for the two-dirnensional

lattices. The dependence of Te(R)/T .e(O) on R is shewn in IPig.7.

For positive R every curve is very near to the straight lines

although it shows a slight curvature. For this region of R

the 1-site approximation gives the similar results. '

     The ground states of these lattices have been de-.ermined
rigorousiy by Kanamorii) and Kaburagi and Kanamorii2).' The

                              'eondit!on that the system is in the ferromagnetic state is as

follows; R >-#1/2 for the •triangular lattice; R' >-1/4 for the

s.c. Iattice; R >-2/3 for the b.c.c. Iattice; R>-l for the
f.c.c. Iattiee. The boundaries Ree where the ferromagnetic ground

state disappear are denoted ' in Fig. 7 by the vertical dashed

lines. The Curie temperature for the triangular lattÅ}ce vanishes

                            ee •at "vhe exact boundary i.e. R=--Y2. For the three dimensional

lattices, however, the Curie temperature rernains finite below'the

exact boundaries. The Curie ternperatures for the b.e.c. and
                                                     eef.e.c. Iattices exhibit complicated behavior for R<R . As was

discussed in g 3-l our two-site approximation has poor reliance

for R near the boundary where the ferromagneltie ground state
disappear. Thus in order to investigate the region of R near Ree

                                                               '                                                      '
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more correctly we

elusters or much

 have

1arger

to take into eonsideration

 clusters than three sites.

three-site
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g 4 Dilute ferromagnet

     '!n the present section we investigate the effects of non-

                         ttmagnetic atoms on the thermodynamic properties of the Ising

model. As is well known the presence of non-magnetic atoms

results in the decrease of the Curie temperature and below a
                                 '                                                     '                                   t ttcritical coneentration pc of magnetie atoms the system does not
                               '                                             'Show any phase transition. We 'calculate the critieal concen-
        '                            '                    '                                      t.tration, Curie temperature, paramagnetie suseeptibility, spon--
                                                      '
taneous magnetization, pair correlation functions and specific

heat. The calculation is carried out for various values of

R= J2/Jl•

     Xn g 4--1 we investigate the theymodynamic properties in

our 2--site approximation. As was discussed in the previous

paper [1] the geometry of the lattiee is taken into consider--

ation in more detail than the coordination number. The calcu--

lation is carried out for the square lattice. For other lattices

we have not carried out the calculations in the 2-site approxi-

mation exeept the eritical coneentrations for R=O and 1, since

it requires enormous computer time. In g4--2 we show that our

1-site approximation gives qualitativeZy similar results to those

of the 2-sit,e approximation. For the s.c., b.c.c. and f.c.c.

Iattices the calculation is carried out in the 1-site approxi--

mation.
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g4-1 Results for the square lattice- 2--site approximation

(a) Critical concentration

     Numerical value of the critieai concentration pc is ealcu-

lated by Eq.(2-23). We first investigate the dependence of p
                                                              e
                                tton the strength of the second-neighbor} interaction.. Zn Table 2

                           ttwe show the numerical values of pc obtained for various values

of R= J2/Jl. For R> O the value of pc decreases from that for

R=O. This decrease oecurs discontinuously as R inereases from

zero. The value of pc Å}s equal to O.3!08 and independent of the
                                         '                               'value of R for O<R<O.2. For O,2<R<1 the value shows a slight

dependenee on R. The changes of pc occur discontinuously when

the values of R reach some rational numbers. We think, however,

such a depende,nce of pc on R (> O) is due to the approximation

and the value of pc should be independent of the vaiue of R for

R >O. The reason is as follows. !t is self--evident that the

system does not show any phase transition if there exist only

spin clusters of finite sizes. As was diseussed in [1], the

eritical concentration of the ferromagnetic Ising model should be

correspond to the appearance of the infinite network of adjaeent

spins. To f,orm the network of adjacent spins it does matter

whether the interaction exists or not and the strength of the

interaction does not have any concern. Name!y the critical coneen-
                                    'tration is a geornetrical property of the lattice and its value

depends on the range of interactions and not on the strength.
This fact has been discussed by Elliott, Heapl' Morgan and

Rushbvook 8) based on the concbntration expansion of the suscep-
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          • 9)           rdogaki and Uryu also obtained the results that thetÅ}bility.

            'value of pc is independent of the value of R by the concen-

tration expansion method.

     The numerieal values of the critieal coneentration at R=O

and 1 are also calculated for the' triangular, s.c., b.c.c. and

f.e.c. Iattiees in the 2-site approximation. They are listed

in Table 3 with the results obtained by Idogaki and Uryu and

the critical eoncentrations obtained in the stte-percolation
        13)              For the sake of comoi rison .the values of 2/zprob lem.                                                             and                                 .I
2/(zl+z2) are also iisted. Comparing our results with those of

the percolation, the values show good dependence on the geometly

of the lattices although they are somewhat smalier than those of

the percolation. For the three-dimensional lattices the differ--

ence is about 10% for both R=O and R=1.' The simplest estimation

of the critical concentration, 2/zl gives satisfactory results

for R=O, but the eStimation 2/(zl+z2) for the ease of R=l is not

good. For R<O we obtained the critical coneentration which

increases as R deereases for the squa]?e lattiee. As will be

diseussed in the following, these values have little reliance.
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(b) Curie temperature and paramagnetic susceptibility

                  '
     [Dhe Curie temperature is calculated by Eq.(2-22). It

depends on values of p and R. We caleulate the Curie temperature
for the square lattice in the 2--site approximation. Th6- concen-

tration dependenee of the normalized Curie temperature for

various values of R is shown in Flg.8(a). !n Fig.8(b) we show

the magnification of a !ow temperature part. For p near 1, the
Curie ternperature decreases linbarly as p deereases. The slope

Of the Te(R, p) vs. p curve monotonicaly increases as the value

of R decreases. The numerical values of d[Tc(R,p)/[Pc(R,1)]/dp

at p=1 ar?e 1.Z67, 1.203, 1,259 and l.285 for R=l.O, O.5, O.1

and O.O, respectively. They are l.330, 1.429, 1.664 and 2.513

for R=-O.1, -O.2, -O.3 and --O.4, respective!y. This result shows

us that the positive seeond-neighbor interaction relieves the
                                                        'influence of non-magnetic atoms.

     As the concentration decreases, the Curie ternperature

decreases monotonically. For R=O and R> 1/2, the value of

dTc(R,p)/dp inereases rnonotonically and the Curie temperature

drops abruptly at p=pc. For the small value of R (>O), the

Curie temperatuye vs. p curve shows a considerable decrease

near the critical cencentration for R=O and then the eurve has

a "traÅ}l". The region of temperature where the curve shows the

trail becomes lower as the value of R decreases. [[1)e second-

neighbor interaction is indispensable for occurrence of the

phase transition in the region of coneentration where the Curie

temperature has the trail. This behavior of the Curie temperature
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has been predicted by Brout. Idogaki and Uryu obtained the

same results.

     For negative R, the Curie temperature shows complicated

behavior in the low temperature region. For R=-O.05 and

O.461p>O.456 for example there are three transition points.

As temperature deereases, the system shows a phase transition

at the highest Curie ternperature and becomes ferromagnetie.

Then it becomes Paramagnetic at the next Curie temperature.

At the lowest Curie temperature the system becomes ferromagnetic

again. For O.456>p>O.451, the system shows two phase transition.

[rhe phenomenon like this is obtained exaetly by Kasai iin.d 'Syozi

for the annea!ed Ising model of a mixture of ferromagnetic and

antiferromagnetic bonds. In the present problern, however, we

cannot conclude that this is what happens actualZy. The reason

is as follows. rn ou]? approximation we assume that the ordered

state, if it appears, is the ferromagnetic one. In other words

we assume that the system is deseribed by only one oyder parameter
                      .X. On the other hand, when p is less than 1, there exist elusters

of spins which are connected to their neighboring clusters only

by the second-neighbor interaetions. rf J2 is negative, the

spins in sueh cZusters take oppo6ite signs from the signs

of their neighboring clusters ah low temperatures. [[hus the

ground state should not be the sirnple ferromagnetie one and our

approximation becomes worse in the low temperature region.

In the high temperature region, however, our approximation is

reasonable sinee the strong ferromagnetic interaction Jl is

dominant in this region.
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     The pararnagnetie susceptibility are calculated for various

values of R and p. !n Figs. 9 and IO we show the invei?se

susceptibility per spin for RleO.O and -O.l. For R>O the

behavior of the susceptibility i$ similar to L'hat for R=O.O.
rn the high temperature region, the invers6 susebptibuity curve

beeomes a straight line and obeys the Curie-Weiss law. In the

dilute limit (pÅÄO), it obeys the Curie law. As temperature

approaehes the Curie temperature the inverse susceptibUity
                                                                '
curve deviates from the straight line. ,M.his deviation becomes

large as p approaehes pc. The curve for p=O.lt in Fig. 9 shows

appreciable deviation from the straight line in the low temper-
ature regioltrILI}yrig'ie'ciuOrve for p=o.4 shows iittie temperature

dependence for kB[P/JlE O•3

(c) Spontaneous rnagnetization and specific heat

     Xn this seetion we investigate the effect of the weak

second-neighbor interaction J.>O on the spontaneous magmetiztion,
                             c
pair correlation funetion and specific heat.

     The spontaneous magnetization at T=O dedreases slowly as p

decyeases from l and it falls to zero rapidly at p=pc. We calcu-
late. the temperature dependence of X= 2<SZ>c for various values

of p. !n the case of R=O.O, as the ternperature inereases, X

decreases quite slowly in the low temperature region and the

decrease becomes rapid for T near Tc. rn the case of small

R(>O), the X vs. temperature curve shows an appreciable decrease
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in the low temperature region for some values of p. The result

for R=O.05 is shown in Fig.11. The decrease of X in the low

temperature region occurs near kBT `vJ2 and is eonspicuous for

O.6R:p>O.4 and for small values of R. This behavior of X is
                                             'explained as Åíollows. When p i's less than 1, ther6 appears a

                                  'spin cluster which is connected to its neighboring spins only

by the seond-neighbor interaction. The magnetization ot this
                                                         'cluster starts to decrease rapidly as the value of kB[V approaches

J2. The probabi!ity of finding such clusters increases as p

decreases. Thus the behavior of X under con$ideration becomes

conspicuous for pE O.6. 0n the other hand if p i$ near the
                       'critical concentration, the second--neigbor interaction play.s an
                                          'essential role on the formation of the lorig range order. Then
as the ternperature approaches to kBT '{,J2, X decreases directly

to zero. This fact is easily examined in our approximation by
calculating the value of X(n'M), where X(n'M) is defined as the

averaged value of a spin on condition that the spin has n and m

magne.tie atoms in its first-- and second-•neighbors, respectively.
The equation for X(n'M) is obtained withoud difficulties. (ef.

Eq.(38), (39) and (40) in [r]).

     The speeific heat of the system is ealeulated by Eq.(2-30).

We first consider the paramagnetic state which appears fox} T>Te.

When p<pc, the value of Tc ts equal to zero. The paramagnetic

state gives the speerte heat due to spin orientation •which is

of the Schotlky type. For R=O.O, the eu]?ve has one maximurn.

For R=O.05 and O.1, the curve has two maxima , one of which
                                                '
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eorresponds to the second-neighbor interactign. The position of

the maximum corresponding to Jl is kBT/Jl 'v O.5 and shows little

dependence on R and p. The position of the rnaximum corresponding

J2 shows dependence on R and it is about k' B[e/JlrvO.025 for R=O.05

and O.05 for R=O.1.
     The temperature dependencb of thb specific heat fo]? R=o.o

is shown in Fig.12. The specific heat has a peak at T=[rc for

every concentration. In the region of temperature O<T<Tc(R,p),

the specifie heat increases monotonicaUy as the temperature

increases. The appearance of the Sehottky-type maximum in the

curve depends on whether the Curie temperature lies above or
below the maximum. For kBTe/JIE O.5)' we can see the $chottky-

type maximum. The curve has one or two peaks depending on

whether the Curie temperature lies above or below the Schottky-

type maximum.

     For R=O.05 and O.J, the specifie heat curves are rnore

eomplicated. 1iney are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. When p is

near !, the curve is in the simiiar shape as the case of R=O.O.

As p approaches to O.6, the specÅ}fic heat in the low temperature

region increases. 'In the ease of R=O.05 the speeific heat has

one more peak in the low temperature region for O.4<pEO.5

together with the peak at T=[rc. Fo]? pEO.4 the speeific heat

has only one peak below Tc. [Vhe new peak is also seen in the

ease of R=O.! but it is less notable than that for R=O.05. [[his

new peak has its maximum value about at T' N Tc• Z2J2/ZIJI. The

position of the maximum shows a slÅ}ght eoncentration dependence
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and it lowers as p deereases.' The peak of the specifie heat

curve in the low temperature region corresponds to a rapid .

decrease of the spin pair correlation of the second--neighboring

spins. This fact is ascertained by calculating the pair
                                         '                                      'coyrelation function gJl and S2 .• [Dhe' result

                       t tt .t                                       .Shows gJ2 start to decrease rapidly near the temperature

corresp6nding the peak of the specifie heat curve, whereas g,T]

shows only a slight decrease.
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S4 -• 2 Resuits for three-dimensional lattiees- l-site approxi-

                                               '         mation

     In this subsection we investigate the properties of the
s.e., b.e.e. and f.c.c. Iattiee's in our 1-sitb approximation.

As was diseussed in [I], the 1-site approximation gives quali-

tatively good results for the rsing model with the nearest-

neighbor interaction only. In this ease the approximation is

identical with that given by Mamada and Takano. !n order to

examine the accuracy of the 1--site approximation for the case

including the second-neighbor interaction, we compare the results

for the square lattiee with those obtained in the 2-site approxi-

mation.

     The 1-site approxirnation reproduces charaeteristic pyoper-•

ties of the system for R>O. The Curie ternperature shows a trail

in the low temperature region when R is small. The deviation

of the inverse susceptibility frorn the Curie-Weis$ law near the

Curie temperatvJre 'becoines ].arge, as p approaches pc. The specific

heat shows one more maximurn in the low temperature region

together with the peak at T=[Ve. The specific heat of the para-

magnetic state has two Schottky--type maximum for R>O. The

numerical values of the critieal concentration for various values

of R is shown in Table 2. For O<R<1/3, the value p=O.2452 is

independent of the value of R. The decrease of pc occurs dis-

eontinuously at R=1/3, 1!2 and 2Z3, although Å}s is quÅ}te small.

VJe think that this decrease does not have any meaning actually.

rt is d.ue to the approximation. For R<O, the Z-site approxi-
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mation does not give reasonabie 'results even if p=1; it is

discussed in g2. From the results discussed above we eonclude

that our l-site approxirnation.gives fairly good description of
the dnute Tsing modei for R2o. !t is noted that Matsudaira et. al}4)

has calculated the critical concentration and Curie ternperature

for the square lattiee in the 'approximation identical with
our !-site approximation. His approximation) however, is based

on the different principle from ours.

     We have calculated the critical concentratÅ}on, Curie
temperature, paramagnetic sUsceptibility) spontaneous magnet--

ization and specific heat for the s.e.l b.e.c. and f.c.c. Iattices.

Numerical values of pc for R-O and l are listed in Table 3.

They are considerably small in the cases of R=1 and of the f.e.e.

Iattice. They do not show the dependenee on the geometry of

lattices in more detail than the coordination number zl and z2.

[[he reason is that the effect of the closed loop consisting of

links of the interactiong spin pairs is not taken into consid-

eration at all in the l-site approximation. The behavior of

the Curie temperature is, however, reasonable. The "trail of
the Curie temperature for p near critieal concentration appears

for every lattiee when R is smail. As an examp!e, we show the

results fo]? the s.e. Iattiee in Fig. I5. In these lattices we

obtain the results, whÅ}ch are sirnilar to those for the square

lattice, for the suseeptibility, temperature dependenee of

the spontaneous magnetization and specific heat. The rapid
decrease of X= 2<SZ>c and a peak of the speeifie heat corres-
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ponding to the rapid decrease of the

neighboring spin pairs are remarkable

small. For a fixed value of R, these

for the f.c.c. Iattice (z2/zl= 6/12)

and s•c. (z2/zi12/6) lattiees.

eorrelation between second-

 when' the value of R is

 behavior is more remarkable
than the b.c' .c•(z2/41"6/8)
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g 5 Concluding Remarks

     we have investigatbd the thermodynamic properties of the

pure and dilute lsing spin system including the second--neighbor

interaction in our cluster approximation.
     In g 3 the pure system (including no non-magnbtie atoms)

has investigated. The Curie temperature eaZeulated in the

2-site approximation shows reasonable dependence on R= J2/Jl.

For R>O the dependence of the normalized Curie temperature,

Tc(R)/Te(R=O) oh R agrees well with the series-expansion
rbsult of Dalton and Wood. For R<O the Curie ternperature

decreases smoothly with deereasing R. It vanishes at the

boundary where the ground state ceases to be ferromagnetie in

the casesof the square and triangular lattices, whereas it
                     'remains finite at the boundary for the three-dimensional
 '

lattiees. We have discussed the thermodynamic properties

of the square lattice in detaiZ. For •-O.3itR2t-O.38, there

appears the region of temperature near kBT 'v 2Jl - 41J2I where

the spontaneous magnetization shows a rapid decrease and the

specific heat has a peak or a shoulder in addition to a peak

at T=Te. For -O.5<RE-O.4, the system shows the first-order

phase transition at the lower temperature than Tc.

     Zn g 4 we have investigated the role of the second-nelghbor

interaetion in the dilute ease. Main reSults are as follows.

The critical concentration depends only on the range ef the

interactions if J2>O. Aslight dependence of Pe on R obtained

in our theory may be due to the 'approximation. When R is
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positive and small, the seeond-neighbor interaction plays an

essential roie in the low temperature region .and we find inter-

esting phenornena. The Curie temperature vs. eoncentration curve

has a trail near the eritical coneentration. rn the region of

temperature near kBT tv J2, the spontaneous magnetization and

pair-correlation function of the second-neighboring spins show

an apparant decrease and eorrespondingly the specific heat has

a peak. These phenomena are remarkable when the concentration

is around the critieal concentration for the case of R=O.

    Our approximation can be applicable to the Heisenberg spin

system with the second-neighbor interaction without difficulties.

If we carry out the calculation, we would obtain results that

are different from those for the Ising spin system in some re-

spects. We expect, however, a trail of the Curie temperature

and a peak of the specifie heat due to the weak second-neighbor

interaction will be found in the Heisenberg spin system. The

reason is that these phenomena are the results of the appearence

of the spin clusters whieh interact to the neighboring spins

mainly with the second-neighbor interactions.
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Appendix Explicit expressions of 2Q(Jl)2D(Jl) ' mJl and

          2Q(J2)ED(J2) • MJ2

     r"re fi, rst gf,.ve the expression of 2Q(Jl)2D(Jl) ' MJI fOr'

the square lattiee. The elUste]? of the fi]?st-neighboring spins

Si and S: is shown in Fig.l(1) and it has ten neighbors to be

considered. When we take the configurational averages of
                                          'magnetic atoms and pseudo-spins, it is convenient to classify the
                                           '                                             'ten neighbors into six sets of sÅ}tes, a,b,c,d,e and f in the
                                        'following way

    a={7} b={ 3, 9} e={4, iO} ,
    d={5, ll} e={ 6, 12} f={8} (A-l)
where the numberals represent the neighboring sites of the

cluster shown in Fig.1(1).

     Letting a number vi (i=a, ..., f) be the nurnber of magnetic

atoms which occupy the set of sites i, each configuration of

magnetie atoms can be denoted by a Set, {V}={Va,Vb, Vc, Vd, Ve, Vf}.

The number v. takes the values O and 1 if i=a or f and it takes
            i
the values O, 1 and 2 if i=b, c, d or e. The probability of

the eonfiguration {vi} is written as

  Q{v}= Qvla Q2vb Q2ve Q2vd Q2ve Qlvf (A - 2)

where we use the notation defined by Eq.(2-IO).

     With a given configuration of atoms {v}, each eonfiguration
of the pseudo-spins can be denoted by a sbt, {k}={ka,kb,kc,kd,ke,kf}
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The number ki (i=a, •',, f) is the number of pseudo-spins whieh

take the value -1/2 out of vi pseudo--spins. The probability of

the configuration {k} is written as '

  i{.},{k}- DV,a. Dllg DV,,C DVkd, DV,e. Dllf (A -. 3)

where we use the notation defined by Eq.(2-11).

     For each configuration denoted by {v} and {k}, the values of
 (1)       (2)             (1)t                       (2)hl , hl , h2 and h2 given by Eq.(2-15) are as follows.

          '
                    '  hSl)= 22"(l) ct.(1) gv(l)

                     '            '
      = 2{ct7 g7 + (ct4 g4 + ctlo glo )}

      = (Va- 2k a) + (Vc- 2kc) (A - 4)

            (2)-           hl - (Vb - 2kb) + (vd - 2kd) - (A - s)

            (1)-           h2 - (Vd - 2k d) + (vf- 2k f) (A -. 6)

            (2)"           h2 - (Ve - 2kc) + (Ve - 2ke) (A -' 7)

Thus summing over all the possible eonfigurations {v} and {k}.

we obtain the following expression.

  EQ(Jl)ED(Jl) ' MJI

     = E{.} Q{v}' E{k}D{v},{k}

    X MJI[Va+Ve - 2(ka+kc), Vb+Vd '2(kb+kd),

          Vd+Vf -2(kd+kf)sVe+Ve-2(kc+ke); gPBH] (A '- 8)
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In the similar way we can obtain the

2Q(J2)2D(J2)' mJ2 for the cluster of

spins SZI and SZ3 shown in Fig.1(2)'.

expression of

the second-neighboring

( I- 47 )
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Table l. Numerical

for R=O (J

values of

 =O) and2

 kB

R=1

Tc/J1

 (Jl=J2)

1-site 2-site Dalton & Wood Bethe

[For R=O]

 square

 triangle

 s. c.

 b.c.c.

 f.c.c.

[For R=1]

 square

 triangle

 s.c.

 b.e.e.

 f.c.c.

1.545

2.537

2.537

3.530

5.522

3.530

5.522

8.5l6

6.520

8.516

!

2

2

3

5

3

5

8

6

8

.466

.307

.479

.484

.327

.299

.2 85

.312

•312

.312

1e L32

l.823

2.267

3.I79

4.897

2.629

4.386

7.750

5.815

7.748

l.443

2.466

2.466

3.476

5.485

3

5

8

6

8

.

.

.

.

.

476

485

490

487

49 O
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Tab le 2 Numerical values of

   with various values

Pc

of

for

R= J

the

 /J2 1

square 1attice

R= LJ2/Jl• •2-site 1-site•

1.0

O.9

O.8

O.7

o.6

O.5

o.4

O.3

O.2

O.1

o.o

Oe2 85 4

O.3058

O.3058

O.3064

O.3100

O.3152

O.3155

O.3114

O.3108

      'O.3108

o.4309

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-•

.

2225

2225

2225

2225

2228

23!O

2406

2452

2452

2452

42 84
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Table 3 Numerieal

and R=1 (J

values of pc for R=O (J2=O)

l=J2)

1-site 2-site Idogaki and
',Ury.U '

2/z percolation

[For R=O]

 square

 triangle

 s.c.

 b.c.c.

 f. c. c.

[For R=l]

 square

 tri an gle

 s.c.

 b.c.c.

 f.c.c.

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

.428

.293

.293

.223

.150

.223

.I50

.10l

.I29

.101

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

.431

.377

.283

.211

.18e

.2 85

.193

.122

.15l

.122

o.49

o.26

O.22

O.25

O.10

O.13

O.5

O.333

O.333

O.25

O.167

O.25

O.!67

O.Ill

o.143

O.111

O.59

O.5
  (exact)

O.307

O.243

O.199

o.41o

O.295

O.137

O.!75

O.I36
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Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

               Figure CaPtions

l Figures of the 2-site clusters for the square lattice.

   (1) is for the first-neighboring pair and (2) is for

   the second--neighboripg pair. White eircles represent
   the sites in•:c!usters and b!ack circles repr6sent the

   neighboring sites. The first- and seeond--neighbor

   interaetions are represented by the straight and

   dashed lines, respeetively'.

2 Dependence of the normaiized Curie temperature Tc(R)/Te(O)

   on R for the anisotropic triangular lattice. Full lines

   denoted by 1 and 2 are obtained in the 1- and 2-site

   approximations. Dashed line is the exact solution.

   The lattice structure is also shown.

3 Dependenee of the normalized Curie temperature

   Tc(R)/Tc(O) on R for the square lattice obtained in

   the 1- and 2-•slte approximations. '

4 Temperature dependence of X= 2<SZ> for several values

   .of negative R. Result of the 2-site approximation

   for the square lattice.. Dashed line shows the position

   where the first-order phase transition oecurs for each

(U - 52)



Fig. 5 Temperature dependence of spin pair correlation

        fUnCtions, eJl and gJ2 for several values of R.

        Resu!t of the 2-site approximation for the square

        lattice.

Fig. 6 Temperature dependenee of specific heat foi? severa!

        values of R obtained in the 2-site approxirnation.

        Result for the square lattice. .
                                  '
Fig. 7 Dependence of the normalized Curie ternperature Tc(R)/Te(O)

        on R for the triangular, s.c, b.c.c. and f.c.c. Zattices

        obtained in the 2--site approximation. Each dased line

        shows the rigorously determined boundary where the

        ferromagnetic ground state disappears.

Fig. 8(a) Dependence of the normalized Curie temperature

          Tc(R,p)/Te(R,1) on the eoncentration p for varous

          values of R. Results of the 2-site approximation fer

          the square lattiee.

Fig. 8(b) Magnification of a part of the low temperature region.

Fig. 9 lnverse paramagnetie susceptibility for several values

        of p in the case of R=O. Result of the 2-site approxi•-

        mation for the square lattiee.

Fig.IO !nverse paramagnetic susceptibi-lity fo]? severai values

        of p in the case of R=-O.i.. Result of the 2-site approxi-

        mation for the square lattice.

                             (V - 53)



Fig.

Fig.

Fi g.

Fig.

Fig.

ll Temperature dependenee of X= 2<SZ>c for several values

    oS p. Result of the 2-site approximation for the square

    lattice. The value of R is fixed to O.05.

12 Ternperature dependencej of specific heat for several

    vaiues of p in the ca$e of R=O. Result of the 2-site

    approximation Åíor the square lattice.

I3 Temperature dependence of specific heat for several
    values of p in the case of R=O.05'. Result of the

    2-site approximation Åíor the square lattice.

14 Temperature dependence of specific heat for several

    values of p in the ease of R=O.l. Resuit of the 2-site

    approximation for the square lattice.

15 Dependenee of the normalized Curie temperature

    Te(R,p)/Te(R,1) on the concentration p for several

    values of R. Result of the l-site approxirnation for the

    s.c. Iattice.

(ll - 54)
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